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Abstract
Context: Social interaction is an important aspect of a successful web page.
Social network sites attract many people worldwide. The social interaction aspect
is missing from digital libraries, including the Greenstone Digital Library.
Objectives: This study investigates how two distant users exchange information
while in front of the computer and browsing the same Greenstone Digital library
collection, in real time, and identifies the features that support their needs.
Methods: To answer the research questions, an observation methodology is
applied to gain more insight into users’ information-seeking behaviour for an
online DL. Two recording elements were used to gather data from a sample of
eight pairs of university students (n=16). The two elements were video camera
(with audio) and screen capture. Further, a questionnaire was used to collect data
about the workload during the session.
Results: The data obtained was analysed using conversation and content analysis
methods. The findings of this user study related to the metadata presentation,
referencing information and search box activities. A Co-browsing GDL system is
proposed based on the requirements derived from findings from the user study
and also the related works.
Evaluation: A usability test is used to evaluate the effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction of the proposed system. Think aloud and questionnaire methods are
used to gather the data of this usability test.
Results: The result of this study “debug” the proposed Co-browsing GDL system
and explore issues related to communication and private works, with it having
become apparent through the study that improvements can be made to some parts
of the system presentation.
Conclusions: The findings of the thesis research have been used to provide
recommendations for future work to develop and implement a Co-browsing
Greenstone digital library (GDL) system.
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Chapter 1
1.0

Introduction

Shared browsing is a common activity among patrons in a physical library. A
number of studies have investigated patrons’ behaviour in a physical library when
browsing and selecting objects, in association with the social aspect [1]–[6].
Physical libraries are considered as “third places” which are not home, “first
place”, or work, “second place” [6], [7]. In these places people (friends and
strangers) can collaborate; they can develop a relationship and a sense of
community.
People enjoy working together in a group to carry out a common task faster and
with less effort. The pleasure they find in discussing books can be seen in the
book club phenomenon, a familiar and widespread activity in many countries. In
addition, people enjoy browsing together for books or assisting each other to find
an item [6]. Searching, browsing, sampling and reading are considered to be
social activities.
In the past decade there has been considerable growth in social network websites.
Facebook1, Twitter 2 and YouTube3 are ranked as the most visited sites worldwide
(Alexa: Top Sites4). People find it easy to share thoughts and opinions with others
through these websites. They exchange information and have conversations about
items (or products). Users are seen to be influenced by the opinions of their
friends to make decisions in selecting items [8]–[10].
A known community that focuses on how people collaborate using technology is
computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) [11]. It addresses how several
technologies can serve collaborative activities. A collaboration system may
support one or more of the four CSCW matrixes based on location (remote or colocated), or on time (synchronous or asynchronous) [11].

1

facebook.com

2

twitter.com

3

youtube.com

4

www.alexa.com

2
Synchronous interaction provides enjoyment and motivation among users [12].
The quick response in the real-time interaction makes another party more
committed and motivated. A form of synchronous activity is “co-browsing”,
which is a real-time sharing of navigation and pointing to content on the same
webpage with one or more users [13]. Many studies focus on shared browsing of
the whole internet rather than a specific page of content [13]. Allowing a group of
users to share the same digital library collection is the focus of this study.
Current digital libraries (DLs), including the Greenstone digital library collection
(GDL), do not support social interaction. Greenstone 5 , a popular open-source
organizer tool for generating a digital library collection, is produced by the New
Zealand Digital Library Project at the University of Waikato. The digital library
web page that is generated by this tool is for a single-user only [14], rather than
for multi-users. It does not support any social interaction or a collaboration
platform between users.
A literature review shows that no study has investigated group informationseeking behaviour of remote computer users who are browsing the same digital
articles collection. There is still a need to gain more insight into users’
information-seeking behaviour with respect to online DL. Consequently, this
study will investigate a pair of non-collocated users interacting and collaborating,
using computers for browsing the same Greenstone DL collection, and in doing so
identify suitable features that support their needs.
This research applied an observation methodology to investigate how two distant
users exchange information while in front of the computer. It combines two
methods of recording the participants and their screen activities: video camera
(with audio) and screen capture.
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1.1

Research Questions

 What features are useful for users who are browsing together in the same
digital library collection from separate locations?
 What type of communication channels are most users using to exchange
information simultaneously?
 How can effort and time be reduced to allow users, who browse the same
collection, to achieve their shared task?
 Which metadata presentation is suitable for a co-browsing system?
 How should the search function result presentation be in a Co-browsing
GDL system?
 What is the best web navigation for the Co-browsing GDL system?

1.2

Importance of the Study

The web-based application makes it possible to contact users over distance to
allow them to interact with each other and collaborate to achieve common tasks.
Investigating the features to support a digital library has some advantages.
Clearly, social interaction functionalities on a website attract many visitors to the
site (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Google+ 6 and LinkedIn 7 ). Adding
these functionalities to the Greenstone digital library could make it possible for
visitors to browse the collection together with friends and increase its popularity.
This could create enjoyment and motivation and a critical discussion about proper
references and/or exchange experience. Further, connection with peers may
increase the serendipity of discovering books while browsing.
Ackerman [15] outlines four ways in which providing social interaction in a
digital library benefit and serve the information seeking process:
 One may need to communicate with the other person to “know what to
know”, in other words, to assist in selecting material; or
 Seek informal information (e.g., technical fixes or organizational work-

6

plus.google.com

7

linkedin.com
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arounds); or
 Look for assistance to understand highly specific information, and inquiries
for this kind of information can be time-consuming, as “Information
seekers often have highly specific interests and needs”.
 Physical libraries have a socializing function (e.g., study groups) that could
be incorporated into a DL.
The outcomes of this study could also be useful for bookshop sites. The study
provides a greater understanding of connected users’ activities and their needs
when browsing together. Bookshop sites, therefore, can use such information
(browsing and searching strategies) to improve their services to meet users’ needs,
which could result in increasing the degree of satisfaction of current users and
attracting more users to the site, and ultimately to greater profit.
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1.3

Terms and Definitions

Physical library is a place that contains information material such as books,
DVDs and maps. It can be an academic library, a bookstore, a public library or a
private library.
Digital library is a way of storing digital information content either online or in a
computer data storage system (e.g., CD).
Online digital libraries are sites for storing digital content on the Internet that
can be accessed from any place where there is Internet access, and at any time.
Co-browsing refers to the shared browsing of the same web page content at the
same time by two or more users.
Third place refers to places that have social surroundings (community building),
since these places are not the two usual social environments: home and the
workplace [7].
Patron refers to library customer.
Observation technique is entering the physical library (or place) in order to
observe people's behaviour [6].
Formal information “is typically written and may be divided into data (numbers
and other raw information) and processed information that is based on
interpretation and analysis of the raw data.” [16].
Informal information “consists of information obtained through conversation
and business transactions.” [16].
Folksonomy is a decentralised, social approach to creating and managing tags to
categorize content.
Synchronous communication is a real time communication.
Asynchronous communication is a different time communication.

6

1.4

Thesis Structure

This section describes how the thesis is structured. The remainder of the thesis is
divided into the following five sections:
Chapter 2: This chapter discusses related work in two main areas: first, social
interaction in physical libraries; second, the collaborative system information in
the digital environment including a description of existing collaborative systems
for information seeking, evaluation and recommendation and reading; and then,
the management systems that are related to this study. Finally, there will be a
summary of the related systems, followed by a summary and discussion of the
whole chapter.
Chapter 3: This chapter describes the observation methodology. It combines two
methods: camera and screen recording to gain an insight into users’ needs. Also,
the results and data analysis are reported. The Co-browsing GDL’s features are
identified in this section.
Chapter 4: This chapter discusses the proposed design for a Co-browsing GDL
system based on user study. It reviews some previous techniques related to the
system and proposes suitable ones for the Co-browsing GDL system.
Chapter 5: This chapter presents the usability test for the proposed design. It
discusses the usability test design and the methodology that has been used.
Further, a result and discussion of this usability test is reported.
Chapter 6: Concludes this paper with recommendations, scope and limitations, of
the study and a discussion of future work.
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Chapter 2
2.0

Related Works

This chapter identifies all possible related works associated with users’
information behaviour. It will cover four main aspects of collaborative systems.
These aspects are covered in both the physical and digital environments.
1. Communication: Refers to the process of exchanging information and
knowledge between group members [13]. Communication is the core
element in any collaboration or social environment (or system).
2. Awareness: Is the ability of group members to be aware of each
other’s action or activities, which involve verbal and non-verbal
communication [13], [17]. Awareness is considered to be the
fundamental feature of an effective collaborative information system.
3. Collaborative navigation (or referencing): Refers to the group
activity of locating and tracking information. A collaborative system
should have navigation features inside the document and within a
collection to assist people to find the search object fast and with less
effort.
4. Group information assessment: Refers to the way people share their
opinions about and reviews of an object. Evaluation is an important
feature that encourages people to have a discussion, or not, about an
object, based on other people’s reviews.
The chapter starts with the social interaction in a physical library followed by the
collaborative system information in the digital environment, including a
description of existing collaborative systems for information seeking, evaluation
and recommendation and reading. Then, digital collection management systems
are discussed. The chapter concludes with a summary and discussion of the
related works discussed.

2.1

Social Interaction in a Physical Library

This section mainly reviews two studies that applied observation methodology in
physical places. The two studies focused on pairs or small groups of patrons who
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entered such places. The first study involved observation conducted in an
academic library, in this case the central library of the University of Waikato,
New Zealand (10 of the 40 observed visitors) [5]. The second study was based on
observations conducted in five bookshops, four in New Zealand and one in the
USA (42 instances of groups: 94 bookstore visitors in total) [6]. The studies
focused on groups of people browsing bookshelves and selecting books (in nonfiction areas). This section covers four aspects: communication, awareness,
collaborative navigation and group information assessment.

2.1.1

Communication

Communication (interaction and collaboration) among patrons in a physical
library is typically synchronous. Patrons communicate with each other face to
face; therefore adjust their behaviour accordingly. Cunningham [6] identifies two
types of communication (or behaviour): verbal (e.g. asking questions, chatting or
reading aloud) and non-verbal (e.g. pointing to the book content or looking over a
shoulder). The researchers observed that verbal communication occurred more
often in bookstores (see Figure 2-1). It occurred frequently when a group had
different books (e.g., making a comparison) or they had no books. While reading
the same books, communication was mixed evenly between non-verbal and verbal
communication.

9

Figure 2-1: Interactions by focus and communication. Adapted from “Social
Information Behaviour in Bookshops: Implications for Digital Libraries,” by
Cunningham S.J., Vanderschantz N., Timpany C., Hinze A., & Buchanan G.
2013, Research and Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries, vol. 8092, pp.
84–95. Copyright 2013. Reprinted with permission.

2.1.2

Awareness

As a result of the face-to-face communication in a physical library, pairs or groups
of patrons are aware of each other’s movement since they share the space and in
their eye zone. This co-located environment and visible activities assist them to
understand each other’s mood and have a good engagement.
An important concept related to awareness in physical places is “social presence”.
It is defined as the sense of “being together” that involves a sense of shared space,
shared engagement and shared (inter) activity” [18]. Social presence cannot occur
without the awareness of other person [19].

2.1.3

Collaborative Navigation

In relation to information material and when patrons arrive at the target bookshelf,
navigation in a physical library can be divided into two types of navigation:
navigation across the collection (e.g., pointing to shelved item), and navigation
inside a document (e.g., pointing to book content) (see Figure 2-2). These kinds of
behaviour are naturally supported by gesture.

10

Figure 2-2:
Observed collaborative behaviours. Adapted from “Social
Information Behaviour in Bookshops: Implications for Digital Libraries,” by
Cunningham S.J., Vanderschantz N., Timpany C., Hinze A., & Buchanan G.
2013, Research and Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries, vol. 8092, pp.
84–95. Copyright 2013. Reprinted with permission.

Navigation Across Collections
Navigation across the bookshelves (or collection) refers to browsing the
bookshelves to find a book or books particular to or related to a patron's
interest(s). Typically, the bookshelves of physical libraries are organised and
designed based on subjects [3]. This organised environment assists patrons to
arrive at the target collection either by a direct reference (e.g. title of the subject
area) or through the representative codes of the shelves, as in an academic library.
Navigation across bookshelves involves sharing experiences and dividing the
tasks among group members [5].
Those with prior knowledge of the location of the bookshelves can use their
“mental map” to locate them [3]. Patrons share this knowledge in a pair or group
to arrive at the target bookshelves. Typically, the physical collection position has
been in its location for a long time. That means patrons can build a permanent
mental map of bookshelf locations.
The presentation of a physical collection has an impact on a user making a
decision to select a book [3]. Typically, bookshelves are classified by subject,
which assists patrons in locating relevant books. Some pairs of patrons were
observed consulting the library catalogue and then heading to the location of the
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book, from which point they could find other related books on the same shelves
[5].
However, the eye level of bookshelves has an impact on the serendipitous
discovery of books [5], [20]. There are individual differences in the capabilities
and experiences of patrons browsing the shelves. For instance, the tallest patrons
browse the top shelves, whereas the shortest view the middle or kneel to browse
the bottom shelves. Viewing above eye level occurs more frequently than viewing
below eye level [2], [5]. Patrons in pairs withdraw a book, assess it, and start a
discussion about the book that mostly ends with selecting the book [5].

Navigation Inside a Book
Reading together the same book either from one copy or another copy involves
navigation (pointing) for specific information inside the book. In a physical
library (bookstore), researchers observed some form of behaviour that related to
reading by two or more people either from the same book or from a different copy
including “pointing to book content”, “looks over shoulder” and “reading
together” (see Figure 2-2) [6].
The “pointing to book content” is the most frequent behaviour between the pair of
patrons. When a pair or small group sit close to each other and read a book
together, they point to a specific piece of information in the book, supported by
natural hand gestures. This kind of navigation takes time and effort when patrons
read together from two copies of the same book [21], particularly if the piece of
information is not referenced by highlighting or a bookmark. Pairs of patrons in
bookstores are observed to “look over shoulder” to read together from one book
and engage with each other in chatting and use gesture communication [6].
Clearly, the number of people who read the same book is limited by the size of the
book and the space.
In group “reading together” from individual and identical copies of the book,
different approaches are used to navigate inside the book. The structure of some
books assist readers to identify the text passage location [22]. The page number
and chapter are used as a reference. Another approach is by using verse numbers
as in religious texts (e.g., Quran and Bible) or use the references content (e.g.,
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diagram, picture or table) [22]. This approach assists two or more readers to
identify the location even if they have different editions or different pagination.

2.1.4

Group Assessment of Information

Metadata is the core element in evaluating a source [3]. The presentation of
metadata affects user choice. Accessing information can be divided into two parts:
assessing the books on the shelves (no pull) and examining the pulled book more
closely. Patrons are observed searching for books in three ways [20]:
 “Scanning a section” by walking along a number of shelves that has the
same topic.
 “Sampling the shelves” often in order, book by book, looking from left to
right and top to bottom.
 Standing closer to the shelf and examining at the “above”/“at”/“below” eye
level.
The “spine” or “book cover” view of books in a physical library is limited with
regard to the library space. Patrons' selection of books tends to be influenced by
the book information presented, including the cover images or the spine size. For
example, Hinze found that users tend to assess a document more often by looking
at the spine first, then pulling and looking at the title [20]. They are more likely to
interact with a book display showing cover images than with spine displays in
bookshelves. However, Stelmaszewska found that the dimensions (thickness) of
books also influence a patron’s selection decisions [23]. It tells a reader something
about the amount of information they are looking for, as members commented in
the study [23]:
User E said: ‘If it is really thick, usually it’s dealing with lots of things
inside.’ Conversely, User M commented: ‘It doesn’t have to be high level
but it needs to be an introduction of HTML, so I’m looking for a thin book
actually.’
This example illustrates the importance of presenting the object to allow patrons
to identify what fits their needs before pulling up the book.
Sharing opinions or reviews about a pre-selected (pre-purchased) book is common
behaviour in a physical library [5], [6]. When two patrons arrive at the
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bookshelves and pull a book, together they start a process of sampling the book
and evaluating its content before making a decision to select it. Sampling books or
“talking about book/s” are common forms of behaviour among patrons [6], which
are related to group assessment of information.
A physical library allows patrons to flick through a book, read it and examine the
table of contents (TOC), which increases the chance of a book being selected [3].
Patrons may differentiate between two books to find the most useful one. As
observed in [6], pairs of patrons may each hold a book to make a comparison
between them based on the TOC information. The assessment of a book tends to
be based on quality evaluation of the book rather than quantity.

2.1.5

Summary

This section has reviewed related works regarding social interaction in a physical
library. It covers communication, awareness, collaborative navigation within
bookshelves and inside the book and group assessment of information. Having
identified some related works regarding the physical world, the following section
reviews related systems in a digital environment.
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2.2

Collaborative Information in a Digital Environment

Based on the four main aspects of collaborative systems in the physical
environment discussed above, this section begins by reviewing selective systems
that are used for collaborative work in the digital environment (in Sections 2.2.1,
2.2.2 and 2.2.3). These systems use different approaches to support synchronous
interaction. Then, in Section 2.2.4, two digital collection management tools are
selected that are related to this study (Mendeley) and the core system of this study
(Greenstone). Finally, there is a summary and discussion of both the physical
library and related systems in Section 2.3.

2.2.1

Collaborative Information Seeking

A number of studies illustrate the value of collaborative information seeking. For
example, Morris conducted a survey of 109 employees, that showed the majority
of participants participated in collaborative web searching [24]. She found the
common subjects or areas that motivate people to search collaboratively are
planning travel, shopping, literature, technical information and social events [24].
Users typically exchange information-seeking tasks, queries, terms and links.
They use the most common tools, including email, integrated messaging (IM),
and phone calls. In response to the survey, Morris and her colleagues developed a
number of collaborative web searching systems, such as SearchTogether [25],
CoSearch [17] and CoSense [26].

SearchTogether
SearchTogether is a system that supports both synchronous and asynchronous
interaction between separate locations [25]. It is designed for participants who
know each other. Participants use their own devices to search the web together.
This system uses integrated messaging (IM) as a medium of communication (see
Figure 2-3). Users can communicate through this channel in both synchronous
and asynchronous modes, as the system supports storage of the IM conversation.
It supports awareness of other activities through several features, including
(synchronize) pre-user query histories, page-specific metadata (associating
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metadata), and availability status of member and sharing or recommending
pages via IM.
The system does not support navigation within a certain page, as users are
restricted to each other’s points of interest (POI) through general comments.
Nevertheless, members can navigate each other’s search links through the IM or
recommendation cue.
SearchTogether does not support features that allow users to evaluate the web
pages (subject), such as by ratings, comments and favourites. Users can add their
critical evaluation through the comment or IM when they are on the same page.

Figure 2-3: The SearchTogether client. (a) integrating messaging, (b) query
awareness, (c) current results, (d) recommendation queue, (e)(f)(g) search
buttons, (h) page-specific metadata, (i) toolbar, (j) browser. Adapted from
“SearchTogether: an interface for collaborative web search,” by S. Paul & M.
Morris, Eric. Copyright 2007, Proceedings of the 20th annual ACM symposium
on User interface software and technology, pp. 84–95. 2007. Reprinted with
permission.

SearchTogether stores all session information and generates a shared summary of
the work group's results. The system stores all group members’ details, which
reduces time and effort wasted in query repetition.
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CoSense
CoSense is a collaborative web search tool that supports synchronous and
asynchronous collaborative interaction [26]. The main aim of this tool is to
enhance "sensemaking" by generating visualization and contextualization from
group members’ search activities. The tool uses the databases of SearchTogether
[25] and CoSense to extract and generate a representation of group activities.
CoSense has four interactive views to support collaborative web search, and
which support our selected features (in a more visual way):
The search strategies view: shows the keywords of each participant in separate
boxes and with a unique colour. All group keywords are integrated under one
colour. This view uses “folksonomy” presentation of the user activities. It
increases the font size of keywords based on frequency of use. Search strategies
viewed present two types of graphs: total enquiries and total URLs visited.
Timeline view: is divided into two regions. The left region presents all members'
activities, including queries, web pages visited, comments, and chat. Activities are
colour-coded to identify who issued them. This region is interactive so that users
can click on the enquiries, which will open the result in a new tab. The right
region “preview” is a report of a web page that shows rating, comment, visitors’
information and chat associated with that web page.
Chat-centric view: is also divided into two regions. The chat region shows the
transcript of the group’s IM conversation. Each user has a colour code that
identifies her or him. The webpage view region displays the webpage visited by
the member.
Workspace view: is divided into two regions. The share web page information
region associates URLs, comments, rating, tags, and who visited that webpage.
Users can add comments, rate web pages and tag them from this region. The right
region has two form-free areas to add notes, “scratch pad”, and “to do”. It also
allows members to add external files that can be shared with group members.
Overall, these views help members to be aware of each other's activities and
therefore divide and refine the task accordingly. A member can jump between
viewing and retrieving all group members’ activities. Group members can
communicate by integrating messages (IM), therefore maintaining awareness of
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each other. Moreover, CoSense supports two types of awareness: action (in
search strategies and Workspace View) and context awareness (in Timeline and
Chat-Centric View). The use of colour and tags appears to (the size of websites
and keywords) help users quickly navigate the desired information. The
communication through comments and chatting feature assist users to assess a
website. It was observed that the more often people interact through comment and
chatting in a website, the more helpful the evaluation of that website.
Coagmento
Coagmento

8

is a Firefox plug-in that supports both synchronous and

asynchronous information-seeking collaboration. The following points describe
the system’s features (see Figure 2-4):
Chat: This feature is a text-based communication that allows online members to
exchange information and enhance a discussion while browsing the Internet.

Figure 2-4: Coagmento interface

8

www.coagmento.org
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History: This feature stores users’ activities that can then be seen by any group
member. It assists awareness of each other through the “history” region that stores
activity with a colour code. It includes four sub-features and each feature can have
an evaluation (from one to five stars):
 Snippets: users can select and add some optional comment to the selected
passages from the web page.
 Bookmarks: users can view what group members have found. It assists them
to navigate the web pages faster.
 Searches: all participants’ queries can be viewed in this area.
 Files: users can upload (or attach) any additional files from their computers.
Notepad: includes personal and public notes.
Notifications: In this area, group members can be notified of each other’s
contribution. This increases the degree of group awareness, as members cannot
miss the other member's contributions.
Recommend: This feature assists users to share a recommended page via email.

Distributed Tabletop
The Mixed-Presence Tabletops interface is a tool that supports co-located and
remote collaboration over digital artifacts [27]. Group members sit around a
horizontal multi-touch display to work together with digital content. Participants
can collaborate to string words together, organize lists or solve puzzles.
In remote conditions, Distributed Tabletops allows participants to communicate
and talk with each other (audio communication). They can see each other’s
gestures through the shadow of their arms and torsos; therefore maintain
awareness of the other participants’ action (e.g., artifact moved by participants)
(see Figure 2-5).
There is no scroll in the system since there is a big multi-touch screen, which
indicates the ease of navigating objects as it shows a big picture of the workplace.
This design assists users to quickly navigate the artifact.
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Figure 2-5: Mixed presence tabletop collaboration over digital artifacts using
Distributed Tabletops. Adapted from “Distributed Tabletops: Supporting Remote
and Mixed-Presence Tabletop Collaboration,” by P. Robinson and P.
Tuddenham, Eric. 2007, Second Annual IEEE International Workshop on
Horizontal Interactive Human-Computer Systems (TABLETOP'07), pp. 1926. Copyright 2007. Reprinted with permission.

CoSearch
CoSearch is a collaborative information-seeking system designed for small colocated groups [17]. This system uses support devices such as mobile phones and
computer input mouse. By using mobile phones, the system can be divided into
two applications: CoSearchPC application on a computer and CoSearchMobile
application on phones with the same functionalities. These functionalities, to
some extent, meet the four-selected aspect. The following describes the system
features and their value in both applications.
First, the CoSearchPC interface is divided into six regions (see Figure 2-6):
1. Page Queue: This is colour coded for users to maintain awareness of each
activity. Users sharing of webpages can be shown or updated in this area.
2. Query Queue: In this area all group members contribute queries, either by
computer (drivers) or through text messaging (observers). Queries are
coloured-coded to identify who adds them.
3. Result Pane: Drivers can click on any keywords from "Query Queue" to
extract a result on this page. Group members can see a result and build a
discussion around it.
4. Identify region: In this region a member is identified by colour and
nickname.
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5. Summary region: The drivers can upload the summary of the results so
that observers can download them on their mobile phones.
6. Note region: This feature allows users to add notes about the current web
page. The notes are linked to the summary region.

Figure 2-6: CoSearchPC, with annotations identifying key UI features. Adapted
from “CoSearch: a system for co-located collaborative web search,” by S.
Amershi and M. Morris. 2008, Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems, pp. 1647–1656. Copyright 2008. Reprinted with
permission.

Second, CoSearchMobile interface has four main options (see Figure 2-7):
1. Send Query: Participants (observers) can enter keywords via the phone's
keypad and send them to CoSearchPC (drivers).
2. Get search result: From here, users can download the results that are
uploaded by the drivers in the CoSearchPC’s Results Pane (see Figure
2-6).
3. Get Tabs: Another option to download the list of tab titles from the Page
Queue.
4. Get summary: Observers can download the contents that have been
uploaded in the summary region of CoSearchPC (see Figure 2-6).
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Figure 2-7: CoSearchMobile (main menu). Adapted from “CoSearch: a system
for co-located collaborative web search,” by S. Amershi and M. Morris.
2008, Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems, pp. 1647–1656. Copyright 2008. Reprinted with permission.

2.2.2

Collaborative Evaluation and Recommendation

In recent decades book-based social network websites have emerged. These
websites serve book clubs through book reviews or recommendations. Users can
post a critical review of books they have read (books are post-purchase or postloan) through comments and ratings. The system does not provide for sampling
the content of books because of copyright restrictions.
People decide to read a book influenced by a number of factors, including the
author, book's representation, advertising, and, above all, their friends’
recommendations. Users prefer recommendations from those whom they know
(e.g., friends and family members) [8]–[10] and trust over online recommender
systems. The following two book-based social networking systems focus on postloan or post-purchase activities [6].

Goodreads
Goodreads 9 is one of the most popular network websites specified for books.
Users can create an account either by email and choosing IDs and passwords, or
by connecting through Facebook, Twitter, Google or Amazon accounts.

9

www.goodreads.com
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Figure 2-8: Goodreads user's profile

Goodreads supports awareness of friends’ activities (see Figure 2-8). Through
social network connectivity, friends who use the Goodreads system can view and
recommend books to each other. As Goodreads is connected to Facebook and
Twitter it is easy to recognize friends’ activities. It allows users to distribute (or
post) their recent activities through the social networks. Users can share their
favourite books through the sharing or “like” buttons of Facebook, Twitter,
Google Plus and Pinterest10. Further, users can show the state of these books as
either “read” or “currently reading” or “to be read”. Also, they can add liked
books to a favourite folder.
The system supports friends’ evaluation of books. It provides quality evaluation
through comment and quantity evaluation through rating books from one to five
stars. Goodreads shows additional statistical information about activities related to
a book in the form of the number of users who review and rate a book.

10

www.pinterest.com
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LibraryThing
LibraryThing

11

is a web-based service for cataloguing books. Similar to

Goodreads, it allows users to connect their account with social network sites,
including Facebook and Twitter. Users can view their friends’ collections. They
can also create groups and start sharing recommendations and evaluations of
books.

Figure 2-9: LibraryThing cover view

LibraryThing uses tags when adding books. This helps to navigate faster to the
related books of that tag. Users can click on the tag to retrieve all matched books
that the collection owner adds under that tag. LibraryThing presents the collection
either in list (show all metadata and user activities in table view) or in cover
images (if the added document does not have a cover image the system will
automatically generate a default cover with a title and another name) that give
visitors the opportunity to browse the collection in “Grid View” and thus increase
the serendipity of discovering books (see Figure 2-9). LibraryThing also, provides
quality (commenting) and quantity (rating) critical evaluation of the read books.

11

www.librarything.com
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2.2.3

Collaborative Reading

Collaborative reading is a common process of in-group reading such as group
book-club reading and group study [22]. Group reading activities are frequently
associated with annotation or references (navigating information inside a
document). In terms of referencing inside a document, readers refer to their
discovery of information by either page number, annotation, reference content or
bookmark [28]. The following two systems are designed to support group readers.

BuddyBooks
BuddyBooks is an iPad application that mainly supports group readers who sit
together and read the same documents [22]. The main aim of this system is to
provide a means of mutual navigation for readers. To achieve this aim, the
application uses coloured highlighted text to identify the point of interest (POI)
that has been established by users. As a result, with this tool there is a high degree
of awareness of other readers’ activities, as each member is identified by a unique
colour and nickname (see Figure 2-10). The colour is a marker for a member’s
activities, including annotation and bookmaking. Further, the tool uses “update
box” to synchronize users’ activities. This helps notify them (the users) of the
other member's contributions. The use of “point out” attracts the attention of
participants to a particular point of interest (POI) in instances where there is a
heavy contribution by a member in the same location.
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Figure 2-10: Screen shot from BuddyBooks. Adapted from “Co-reading:
investigating collaborative group reading,” J. Pearson and T. Owen.
2012, Proceedings of the 12th ACM/IEEE-CS joint conference on Digital
Libraries, pp. 325–334. Copyright 2012. Reprinted with permission.
Kindle
Kindle 12 is an eBook reading system designed by Amazon. It is available on a
range of platforms including Kindle iPad-app and Kindle desktop reader [29]. It
allows readers to read different kinds of document formats such as newspaper,
blog and PDF documents. Kindle provides an annotation feature and gives users a
choice between making them public or private. Readers can add bookmarks, notes
or highlights inside the eBooks and share them with other Kindle readers, or with
friends on Facebook and Twitter. Communication among readers is only through
the comment feature, which is more in the nature of asynchronous
communication.
In a Kindle desktop reader the highlights from a book are indexed to make easy
navigation inside the book. It aggregates all highlights and annotations in a report
in the sidebar [29]. Also shown in the report is location information in the book,
for example, page number of the added note.
Both the desktop reader and the apps provide statistical information about the
“Popular Highlights” and tracks how many users have highlighted a specific
passage [29].

12

kindle.amazon.com
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2.2.4

Digital Collection Management Tools

This part reviews the management tools related to this study. These tools allow
users to create, manage, and share collections of digital content, and are selected
because they support distribution of the digital collection on the Internet.

Mendeley
Mendeley 13 is a digital library management system. It has a web-based interface
and desktop software to manage digital references and citations. Users must have
an account to add references and share them with other users.
Users can create group work for sharing and exchanging knowledge. There are
three types of group mode in this system:
1. Private: users are friends and the references can be seen only by them.
2. Invite only: users can share references and the public can follow and view
these references.
3. Open: the public can follow and add references to the group list.
The system allows users to communicate through comments. They also can like
the posted document or not. Further, the system has an annotation feature where
users can take notes and highlight text inside the document and share this
annotation with group members. It indexes all the annotations and highlights in a
sidebar. Also, users can add an overall note about the document. This assists
group members to be aware of each other’s activities.
The interface of the Mendeley desktop software provides the metadata in table
view (see Figure 2-11). Users can sort the collection by any metadata they choose
(e.g., title, year or authors). This presentation of metadata assists users to evaluate
these references based on different attributes (e.g., title, date and authors names).
Visualisation in this system is in the form of icons that represent something. Users
can evaluate the reference by clicking the star. Mendeley uses visualisation icons

13

www.mendeley.com
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to indicate that the document is read or unread or to show if there is a PDF copy
in the computer store. These visualisation icons reflect personal use rather than
group member interaction with a document.

Figure 2-11: Mendeley interface

Greenstone
Greenstone

14

is an open source tool that assists individuals and institutions,

including universities, and public services to build their own digital collections
and distribute them online. Users can install the Greenstone system and run it on
their computers. They can create a collection and import all digital files (e.g.
images, audio, video, and textual document) to such a collection. They manually
add the metadata to each document. However, the system can extract some
metadata from the document, such as author names. The collection creator can
design the digital library interface. For example, they can change the parameters
of the search function or the browsing (tabs).
When users browse the collection, they can search and move from tab to tab. The
search function allows users to limit their search to either title, content or author
or any other limitation made by the collection’s creator (designer). The
presentation of the search result will be in a new web page, rather than in the same
web page collection. Users can read documents in HTML and view or open them

14

www.greenstone.org
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in PDF. The HTML looks untidy and the structure is corrupted in some cases,
which leads to more difficult reading. Annotation is not supported in this system.
Further, the system is for single users rather than multiple-users, which means it is
neither a collaborative nor socially interactive environment.
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2.3

Summary and Discussion

In physical libraries patrons communicate face-to-face, therefore are aware of
each other. Patrons search for books of interest to them in three ways:
 Scanning the shelves.
 Extensively examining the bookshelf content, book by book.
 Standing closer to a shelf and examining the shelf "above"/"at"/"below".
Patrons’ behaviour is affected by various factors, including physical book layout
or metadata presentation and their own ability. Patrons judge a book by its
presentation, either the spine or cover images. Further, taller patrons tend to
examine shelves above and at eye level, while shorter patrons exam the middle
and bottom shelves.
When two patrons are discussing, assessing and reading together, three forms of
interaction might occur:
 Read together from one book.
 Read together two copies of the same book.
 Read together from similar or related books.
Patrons in the first form use hand gestures (non-verbal) to explain and identify the
location of specific information (pointing to content). Non-verbal and verbal
communication is used equally in this situation. Patrons participating in the
second and third forms of reading together use the reference content, verses and
page numbers to identify points of interest (POI). Verbal communication is used
more often in these situations. Assessment in the third case could be done through
comparison of the tables of content (TOC).
In the digital environment, the following table (Table 2-1) summarises the general
features of the systems discussed. It includes collection type, voice and text
communication, video conferencing, action awareness, navigation among the
collection, and navigation inside a document and evaluation subject. These are the
expected and important features of a proposed Co-browsing GDL system.
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Voice chatting

Text chatting

Video conferencing

Action awareness

Mutual navigation Among Collection

Mutual navigation inside document

SearchTogether [25]

G

-

+

-

+

+

-

+/-

CoSense [26]

G

-

+

-

+

+

-

-

Coagmento

G

-

+

-

+

+

+

+

Mixed-Presence Tabletop [27]

A

+

-

-

+

+

?

-

CoSearch [17]

G

-

-

-

-/+

+

-

+

Goodreads

B

-

-

-

-/+

+

-

+

LibraryThing

B

-

-

-

-/+

+

-

+

BuddyBooks [22]

B

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

Kindle

B

-

-

-

+

-

+

+

Mendeley

B

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

Greenstone

G

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Communication

Systems

Evaluation subject

Collection type

Table 2-1: Collaborative System Comparisons

(+) Supported, (-) Does not support, (-/+) partly support, (?) Not mentioned, (G)
support general digital content, (A) support artefact, (B) support eBooks15.

Systems such as Coagmento, SearchTogether [25], CoSense [26], CoSearch [17]
and Greenstone serve general digital content (or the whole internet), while
systems that serve specific content are Mixed-Presence Tabletop [27],

15

Such as PDF files and information about purchased printed books
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LibraryThing, Goodreads, BuddyBooks [22], Kindle and Mendeley. All the
selected systems in section (2.2.1) support synchronous interaction, while Kindle
and book-based network services (including the LibraryThings and Goodreads)
tend to support asynchronous interaction. Mendelely supports asynchronous
interaction, while there is no social functionality in Greenstone DL.
All systems support only IM communication, except for Mixed-Presence Tabletop
[27], which supports audio communication, and CoSearch [17] and BuddyBooks
[22], which can be used in a co-located environment, or face-to-face
communication. No system has the video conferencing communication feature.
Ideally, the proposed system should support three kinds of communication: text,
audio and video conferencing, with users having the option of choosing which
form of communication they prefer.
Navigation inside content and within a digital collection is a common user
activity. Collaborative information seeking systems support only the awareness of
other user's navigation among digital collections (the whole web pages), except
for Coagmento (user can add annotation to a web page content) and MixedPresence Tabletop (it serves one kind of object) [27], while a collaborative
reading system supports mutual navigation inside the content. Book-based
network systems support navigation among collections through the tag feature
that retrieves all books attached to a selected tag (as in LibraryThing), while
navigation inside a document is not supported, since the prime use for these
systems is evaluation and recommendation. Both LibraryThing and Goodreads
support quantity evaluation through users’ comment, and quality evaluation
through the rating features. Sampling of books in these two websites is almost
missing since the users evaluate books that have been read (pre-purchased or
loaned).
Overall, the physical library is limited in terms of the space available for effective
group-work. Clearly, Coagmento meets most of the expected features of a cobrowsing system. This study will further investigate how pairs of users together
browse a digital collection, while in separate locations and in front of computers
(synchronous), and thus identify the features that support the co-browsing system.
This study proposes Greenstone as the core study of a design that supports such
synchronous interaction.
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Chapter 3
3.0

Methods and Design

This chapter reports on the user study that investigated the group information
seeking behaviour of remote computer users browsing the same digital articles
collection. The study explored their needs and determined the features that
support remote share browsing in the Greenstone digital collection. The study
used a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods. It used participants’
observations (camera recording and screen capturing), a demographic
questionnaire and a follow-up questionnaire. The use of a number of research
methods served to strengthen the study of DLs [30]. The chapter begins with the
users study design, followed by research validity, the result and, finally, a
discussion of the result.

3.1

Users Study Design

There are two methods of research -- qualitative and quantitative [31]. Qualitative
research is an observation-based methodology where the data is not in the form of
numbers, unlike the quantitative method, which is based on number data analysis.
Broad use of qualitative studies is made in the social sciences (e.g., psychology,
sociology and anthropology) [31], [32], to study human behaviour and the social
world. A researcher observes and records behaviour and events in their natural
settings, either in a physical manner (using a camera: e.g., [33]–[35]) or in a
digital environment (using screen capturing software) (e.g., [34], [36], [37]).
Examples of qualitative research methods are interviews, case studies, life stories,
historical interactional visual texts and observation [31].
A qualitative research method helps researchers understand social interaction
using technologies [31]. The method seeks to answer questions that have social
aspects, such as:




What type of communication do most participants choose to perform the
tasks?
How do participants share information?
How do they share navigation of eBooks?
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What strategies do they use to accomplish the given tasks?

The present study mainly adopted a qualitative research approach to investigating
the interactions between pairs of online users. However, this study combined
qualitative and quantitative methods. According to [38], the best content-analytic
studies use both approaches. A frequency count of phrases was used to determine
the number of times certain behaviour of participants occurred.
Participants were in two different locations (rooms) and used desktop computers
to browse, select and read documents from the Greenstone digital library
collection.

3.1.1

Sample Study

A pilot study is a research project conducted on a small number of participants to
allow researchers to evaluate feasibility, time and the working of recording
elements [39]. A pilot study was conducted for this study to “debug” the
procedure of the session and explore any issues with the study elements. Two
male participants from the computer department were used in the pilot study (a
PhD candidate and a Master’s student). The pilot study followed the planned
procedure of the actual study. This pilot study “debug” was as follows:


CamStudio 16 crashes with videos that are over the 2-gigabyte (Gb) size
limit. The tool only allows users to store up to 2 Gb. After finishing the
session, the data that CamStudio generated was 2.33 Gb, which could not
be opened. A possible solution was to use the K-lite Codec Pack Full 10.2
17

to open the corrupted video file but without audio. However, the camera

recording audio can be used (or replaced) to merge its audio with the
screen-recording file. For a permanent solution, we changed the setting of
the tool: this is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.7.


Synchronisation among recording elements was another issue. The time
must be set in both cameras and the two computers synchronised.

16

camstudio.org

17

www.free-codecs.com/download/k_lite_codec_pack.htm
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The CamStudio does not record the system audio (therefore does not
record the other party’s audio conversation). Therefore, identifying the
exact time when the conversation was started was another issue. For later
editing, using the analogue clock in both computers was a good marker to
identify the start time of the session or the conversation, which assisted the
researcher to merge all files and analyse the conversation.

 It was noticed that the two video screen recordings had different time
lengths. The reason was that the settings of the CamStudio were different,
as one recording had a smaller value of keyframe capture than the other.
The settings will be discussed in more details in Section 3.1.7.
 There was a need to complete a questionnaire 18 after doing the session to
test several variables that were related to workload, including difficulty
level of the task, awareness, how rushed they were, computation,
enjoyment and motivation.
After identifying the bugs in the pilot study, the actual user study was conducted.
The study sample was comprised of students from Waikato University. Eight
pairs (16 participants) took part in the study. Members of each pair were friends
(two groups of female/female, two groups of female/ male, four groups of male/
male). Nine participants ranged in age from 18–28, seven were 29–38. Twelve of
the participants had prior experience working in-group, and four did not. Eight of
the participants had experience working online with a group. All participants were
experienced computer users who used a computer for at least an hour a day.
Computers were mostly used for writing, communicating, reading, searching, and
managing life activities.

3.1.2

Demographic Questionnaire

After the consent form signing, the experiment started with the demographic
questionnaire (see appendix A. 5). The questionnaire contained 12 questions
grouped into three parts.
 The first part (questions 1 to 5) was designed to collect basic background

18

New Ethical Approval was required when adding new method(s).
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information about participants (e.g., gender, age group, full-time
occupation, educational situation).
 The second part (questions 6 to 9) examined participants’ general use of
computers (e.g. period of time the participants had been using a computer,
daily time spent on a computer, and activities).
 The third part (questions 10 and 12) examined participants’ experience of
group work in both physical and digital environments, the real-time tools
they used for online collaboration work, and the social networks that
participants used for educational purposes.
This data was used later to interpret participants’ performance and behaviour
during the user study session.
3.1.3

Tasks

Participants were asked to browse together the same pre-collected documents in
the Greenstone digital library. All collection documents were related to a broad
topic (E-learning) and this is the name of the collection. To observe their
browsing and select information behaviours, this study asked the participants to
do the following three tasks (see appendix A. 6):
Keywords: participant pairs were asked to find three keywords that occurred in
document titles (one or two keywords could be found in some titles but only one
article contained them all).
Key concepts: participants were asked to collect (one or more) article(s) that were
related to the given topic. They were to discuss why they chose them.
Viewpoints: participants were asked to find the best definition of a given term. In
the collection there are titles that indicate the defining aspect of the given term
(e.g. what is asynchronous? Introduction to asynchronous learning; an overview
of asynchronous eLearning; the definition of asynchronous). This part aimed to
investigate how each pair of participants selected and discussed the proper
definition for such a term.
For all three tasks, when one of the participants found the article(s) they were to
inform the other. They were also to identify the location of the articles.
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3.1.4

Digital Document Collection and Greenstone Website
Interface

The digital collection was of articles about E-learning. It contained all possible
selections that could provide answers to the three tasks (see appendix A. 6). For
the first task there was only one article that could match the answer, whereas for
the second and third tasks there were a few article titles that could help
participants to anticipate the proper articles.
Using the Greenstone tool, a creator (or designer) of a digital collection can
maintain and extend it, and the collection can be automatically rebuilt [40].
Greenstone system can be divided into three parts:


Librarian Interface (GLI): an independent Java application that can build
the digital library collection. It involves gathering materials and enriching
the metadata, and designing the library activities and interface.



Readers’ Interface: a web page interface that can be run on any Internet
browser. Users can browse the digital collection and search inside the
documents and across the collection (after identifying the parameter of the
search function).



Greenstone Server: to run the web page on the standard web browser. The
collection can be accessed either locally (from computer) or remotely
(through the Internet).

Running GLI, there are four main steps to creating a collection (see Figure 3-1).
First, gather the collection from the desktop driver. Second, enrich the metadata of
the collection manually. Third, design the presentation of the collection by
assigning some attributes of the four different modules: search indexing, browsing
classifications, partition indexing and Document plug-ins. Fourth, create and view
the collection. Sometimes, error messages appear to show that some files could
not be processed or the whole collection was not built properly. A possible
solution for this issue is to switch the GUI into “expert” mode (File > preferences
> Mode). A full list of import and building options is shown: the collection
builder then should select “verbosity” to set options to 5.
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Figure 3-1: Librarian Interface (GLI)

Identical Greenstone digital library collections were built on two computers. To
maintain the same metadata information in both computers, a copy of the
“metadata.xml” that is added manually through the software in the first computer
is pasted to the Greenstone “import” folder in the second computer. This
“metadata file can be found in Windows XP, usually in the following path:
C:\Users\(user name of the current computer)\Greenstone\collect\(collection
name)\import
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Figure 3-2: eLearning Greenstone collection

Figure 3-2 shows the presentation of the eLearning Greenstone collection readers’
interface used in the user study.

3.1.5

Environment

This study used two rooms each setup with the computers and recording camera
(from behind participants) and transport wall to observe participants and take
notes. Participants used a table to complete demographic questionnaires and
follow-up questionnaires. The rooms' lights were on to allow better visibility and
the temperature was at an appropriate level to run the experiment. The two rooms
were located at the University of Waikato, Usability Laboratory 19. The two rooms
were like a home environment (flowers, some wall pictures and quiet places) (see
Figure 3-3).

19

www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/research/usability/index.html
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Figure 3-3: Pair of participants in separate rooms (they are
anonymised)

3.1.6

Medium of Communication

For this study, participants were provided with two kinds of communication. First,
there was landline communication in each room (with partner’s landline numbers
showing on respective phones) (see Figure 3-4). As well, participants could use
their own mobile phones (if they wanted to SMS each other). Second, there were
online tools for common communication services (e.g., Skype, Google Talk and
MSN). A list of user ID accounts and passwords (created only for this study) were
provided for many popular services, including social networks (e.g. Facebook),
emails (e.g. Gmail), and video conferencing (e.g. Skype). Participants could also
use their private accounts, if they used services that were not on the list.
Headphones and a desktop video camera were set up for each computer.

3.1.7

Recording Elements

The study combined two elements to record participants’ behaviour. The
following describes the two recording elements and the reasons for these choices:
Firstly, camera video/audio recording were used in each room (see Figure 3-4).
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This tool has been used in many studies, such as [33]–[35]. The current study
recorded by camera only, if participants used any (physical) medium of
communication other than computer tools (e.g., landlines or mobile phones). No
extra observation was to be recorded, such as of gesture or body language or eye
contact. Further, the cameras were used in case the screen recorder did not record
audio data. To ensure confidentiality of participants’ passwords, the camera was
not focused on the keyboard. Instead, the focus was from behind the participants
for the purpose of observing by which means they communicated with each other
(mobile phone/landlines). This position did not allow the observer to see the
keyboard when they wanted to type their passwords for emails or social network
accounts. The times in the two cameras were synchronised with the computer’s
time zone.

Figure 3-4: Participants in two separate rooms

Secondly, the users’ screen activities were recorded through the screen capture
tool. A number of studies have used a video screen capture method to observe
users’ behaviour (activities) on the screen (e.g. [34], [36], [37]), therefore, this
study used it to observe the participants’ behaviours on the screen and to capture
their conversation (either text or audio /video based). It assisted the participants to
act normally and there was no effect on their behaviour as the researcher was not
present [41].
The CamStudio screen-recording tool for Microsoft Windows was used in this
study. The tool meets the study requirements:
 Capture user’s activities on a full screen.
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 Capture the mouse activities (e.g. click and double click).
 Record audio from the microphone.
 Ensure that participants’ passwords remain confidential when they log on to
their private accounts. The software does not capture keyboard activity.
 Record at least 30 minutes (or up to 2 Gb).
The CamStudio can only store up to 2 Gb. For this study the following video
option was set in both computers (see Figure 3-5). This setting allowed recording
for more than 30 minutes:
 Compressor: increasing the value of the Key Frames will decrease the file
size and the video quality. For a reasonable option 100 Key Frames was
chosen to see the users’ activities more clearly.
 Framerates: capturing frames every 100 milliseconds was a reasonable
option.

Figure 3-5: CamStudio Video Options

Typically, there are three sizes of the region to capture -- the full screen, “snap to”
an individual window and self-selection of a fixed-size region [41]. This study
used the full screen recording to see all the activities on the screen, including
cases where participants opened extra pages or identified the tool they used for
communication.
Synchronising the time in both computers was another important aspect for later
analysis. Before beginning to record the screen activities, the analogue clock time
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was noted first, so the researcher, in editing the two videos, could identify when
the two participants started the conversation.

3.1.8

Follow-up Questionnaire (self-report)

As the study mainly simulated the shared browsing of a digital library collection,
with only the assistance of a medium of communication to exchange information,
the question is, does this sharing activity have some negative implications for
users in terms of cognitive load experienced. The questionnaire asked participants
about their experience after they had finished taking part in the user study (see
Appendix A. 7). The questionnaire responses will later be used to compare the
workload with different mediums of communication. This study used a simplified
version of NASA’s Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaire [42]. NASA’s TLX has
been used in many studies to measure participant workload (e.g., [28], [43]). The
participants were asked questions about how they felt after finishing the session,
including the following:
 How were the tasks?
 How hurried were you to accomplish the task?
 How aware were you of your partner’s activities?
 How was your competition while working with a peer?
 How was your motivation while working with a peer to find references?
 How was your enjoyment while working with a peer to find references at
the same time?
The responses to these questions were recorded on a 7-point Likert scale [44].
Further, this questionnaire had a comment section for any additional feedback.

3.1.9

Procedure and Data Collection

Before conducting the study session, the researcher had a checklist to make sure
the environment was set up correctly and tools were working properly (see
appendix A. 3). The checklist included participant information sheets, consent
forms, demographic questionnaires, ID account sheets, landlines, recording
cameras and recording tools.
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When participants arrived at the test location, they were welcomed, asked to sit
down and informed about the purpose of the study, the researcher making sure to
answer any question or consideration raised on the Participant Information Sheet
(see appendix A. 2), handed in before they came in. The researcher then asked
participants to read the consent form and sign it before conducting the experiment
(see appendix A. 4). Next, the researcher asked participants to fill in the
Demographic Questionnaire (see appendix A. 5) and ask any questions while
doing that. After that, the researcher asked them to read the Task Description
sheet (see appendix A. 6) and ask any questions regarding that. The researcher
asked them to do the tasks in order. The researcher asked members of each pair to
agree on a medium of communication when they were later separated in two
rooms. The researcher implied they could use the landlines or their private phone
to communicate with each other. After they agreed on the communication tool, the
researcher showed them the service information details (service: ID and
password). If the service they chose was not on the list then they could use their
own private accounts.
Participants were separated into two rooms and started to use their agreed
communication tool. The researcher ran all the recording elements (cameras and
software screen recording) in both experiment locations.
The participants used the Firefox Internet browser to view the Greenstone digital
collection. They both had exactly the same collection with the same order and
design (titles, filenames, creators, date). They started with the first task and
informed each other when they had found a possible reference and so on for the
next two tasks. The duration of this study was expected to be between 15 to 45
minutes for each group session.
The following flowchart (see Figure 3-6) summarises the flow of procedures in
the user study.
Participant
information
sheet
• 5 minutes

Welcomed and
consent
• 2 minutes

Figure 3-6: Procedure

demographic
questionnaire
• 2 minutes

Agreement for
medium of
communication
• 1 minute

Tasks
desceiptions
• 2 minutes

Tasks
• 15 - 30 minutes

Followed-Up
Questionnaire
• 2 minutes
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When the participants were finished, the researcher collected the data from both
computers, including video and log IM (if they used text chat), and stored them in
one folder (e.g., group B). For analysing, the screen recording files were stored in
two computers so as to run the two video recordings simultaneously. Videos were
set to start together when each participant started the session (based on the
analogue clock time in both computers). Transcripts of both conversations and
screen activities were extracted.

3.1.10 Limitations
There are some screen-recording tools that can record both audio from
microphone and system audio, which means recording both participants’ audio
conversations. A common example of such a tool used in academic fields is
Camtasia20, but because this tool can capture keyboard activities, it was not used
in this study to ensure that participants’ passwords remained confidential. The
study assumed that participants might use their private accounts if the preferred
service did not exist on the researcher’s list.
As the focus of this study was on pairs who were friends, it was difficult to find
students who knew each other and who could do the study together at the same
time. The time schedule at the Usability lab was another issue, as the researcher
needed to find the pairs who would agree to do the study and then check the lab
availability and book it. Coordinating the participants and the lab was a challenge,
as was finding enough participants from whom enough quality data could be
gathered and analysed.
The study was conducted using Greenstone version 2.86. Greenstone version 3
might have given a different result, as the design of the reader interface is quite
different from the earlier version. For example, the search box appears in every
page except when opening a file or article in PDF.
The Greenstone interface was another limitation. The final readers’ interface

20

www.techsmith.com/camtasia.html
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depends on the designer of the collection and what functionality and
presentation they add to the collection. This study used the basic interface but did
not go further to a more organised or advanced interface presentation (e.g., see the
Greenstone Demo collection21). Furthermore, the main focus was on how the user
interacts with the collection in its basic design format and how they evaluate,
select and read documents, it being considered that this would provide sufficient
results for analysis and understanding of the user’s behaviour while browsing the
same GDL collection.
The number of documents was considered a limitation since the collection
appeared in one webpage rather than many pages. Greenstone uses the pagination
method to present the whole collection in separate pages, similar to Google search
results.

3.2

Research Validity

To ensure the quality of the research during the data collection two aspects of the
research design need to be considered -- internal validity and external validity.

3.2.1

Internal Validity

A number of steps were taken to strengthen the internal validity of the study. As
the study involved humans, an Ethical Approval application was needed. The
approval for this study came from the Human Research Ethics Committee at the
Department of Computer Science, University of Waikato (see Appendix A. 1).
The researcher invited participants, in person, or by phone or email, to take part in
the study. All participants were handed information sheets before agreeing to be
involved in the study. They were informed about the task and the approximate
time the study would take. The researcher followed the “instructions for
experimenter” sheet (see appendix A. 3), therefore, all participants were
treated equally. The researcher was involved only to answer questions about

21

E.g., when the port number is 8282 in the computer where GDL tool is installed in then
the link of the demo will be: http://localhost:8282/greenstone/cgibin/library.cgi?site=localhost&a=p&p=about&c=demo&l=en&w=utf-8
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any unclear points arising from the questionnaire or task sheet, and to ask
participants to choose their medium of communication and then start the study.
There was no interaction with participants during the session. This equal
treatment ensured impartial results. The researcher made sure that the participants
understood their right to refuse to answer any particular question, to withdraw
from the study before analysis commenced on the data, to ask any further
questions about the study that occurred to them during their participation and to
be given access to a summary of findings from the study when it was concluded.
The position of the camera recorder was from behind participants, not focused on
the keyboard in order to ensure the confidentiality of participants’ passwords.
Further, the screen capture tool did not record users’ keyboard activities.
The anonymity of participants was maintained in the publication and presentation
of the results. The participants were asked to give their names but the researcher
identified them by letter and number (e.g., A1:A2).
Only the researcher and supervisor knew the participants’ details. No personal
details gathered during the study were recorded. If participants wished to receive a
summary of the study outcomes, they had to provide contact details, these were
kept separate from the notes. None of the contact details will be used in any
publications; at the conclusion of the study analysis contact details were to be
destroyed.
The researcher did not promote any communication tool; each pair of participants
agreed on one and then the researcher showed the information sheet for the
accounts and their passwords.
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3.2.2

External Validity

The main criteria of external validity is the process of generalization and
whether results obtained from a small sample group, often in laboratory
surroundings, can be extended to make predictions about the entire
population (explorable 22).
To strengthen the external validity in this study, a comparison of findings with
those of similar studies took place. Comparing with other studies’ findings, the
result of this study can be generalized to extended population or reject them.

3.2.3

Data Analysis

Qualitative data was collected using two recording elements: the screen capture
tool and camera. The people in each of the eight groups, or pairs, (16 participants)
were known to each other (friends) and were from the Faculty of Computing and
Mathematical Sciences, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences and Management
School. The common ground among participants was that they were friends. The
participants’ activities during the sessions were video and audio recorded and
screen captured, and/or notes taken (in the case when participants wished not to be
video/audio recorded). All participants' conversations and screen activities were
transcribed and served as the primary sources of data. To analyse and interpret
these transcripts, two well-known approaches, content and conversation analysis,
were used. For conversation analysis, the transcripts were divided into three forms
of communication -- telephone, text chatting and video conferencing -- and
assessed in association with screen activities, whereas the content analysis was
used to identify the codes and categorise the transcript contents.
The qualitative analysis describes the phenomena, classifying them and extracting
concepts. The data analysis in this research is classified into four steps under the
guidance of [31], [45], [46] and related works such as [47]–[49].
Step 1: Transcribe the electronic medium conversation
From the audio or video recording and IM log, the researcher constructs a detailed

22

explorable.com/external-validity
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transcription of all participants’ conversation. Screen activities are added to
these transcripts. Conversation elements are used to explain the activities
recording on the screen and on the camera (see Table 3-1).
Table 3-1: Conversation Elements
Conversation

Description

Example

Elements
[]

To describe the activities on [Search via internet explorer]
the screen

()

To

describe

the

behaviour (Pick up the phone)

captured on the camera
{}

(Try to text his partner)

The research can summary the {Read the whole title}
conversation of a participant.

(00:00)

To identify the time pause for (00:30)
silence

Step 2: Categorising and coding the content
The decision on how to code the sentences was mostly inspired by aspects that
have been discussed in the related works (see section 2.0). Using previous studies
to identify themes and codes is a useful approach [50]. For example, pointing to
content or bookshelves [6] or division of labour [17].
Step 3: Frequency count
After the transcripts were coded, the content was analysed to find out which
activities occurred the most. Chunks of some conversations were used as an
example instead of presenting the whole conversation in each session, as the
patterns of conversation were similar and could be categorised. Instead, count
frequency analysis methodology was used to show the occurrence of each code.
Several studies have used this technique to reduce the repeated repetition of
results (e.g., [51]).
Step 4: Interpreting and concluding the data
A discussion about the findings of the current study is connected with previous
studies.
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Two software programmes were used to analyse the data. First, InqScribe 23
was used to code the screen activities. It allows the researcher to play and
transcribe videos in the same window. The researcher can add notes, insert
frequently used text and insert time codes anywhere in the transcript. Second,
Microsoft Excel was used for data analysis. It was used for the questionnaire data
and also for organising the transcript data and to number the transcript lines and
analyse the coding or the pattern of each sentence (or message). Excel helps to
categorise and count the frequency of each code.

23

www.inqscribe.com
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3.3

Result and Data Analysis

The purpose of this study has been to investigate the group information-seeking
behaviour of remote computer users who are browsing the same digital articles
collection. This has been accomplished by observing, through camera and screen
recordings, participants who are sitting in two separate locations and browsing,
together, the same Greenstone digital library collection. The data in the user study
is both qualitative and quantitative.
Two types of questionaries were handed to participants. The first was the
demographic questionnaire that asked basic information about participants and
their experience in a group work environment (both physical and online). Second,
a follow-up questionnaire asked participants to assess their experience after
finishing the session.
Basically, this section begins with the demographic questionnaire followed by the
observation results from the recording elements, then the follow-up questionnaire
and, finally, the researcher discusses these results.
3.3.1

Demographic Questionnaire Data

Table 3-2 shows the information collected in the demographic questionnaire (see
AppendixA.5). Sixteen people participated in the study (10 males and 6 females).
Of the participants, 15 (93.75%) were between 18 and 38 years old, and one
participant (6.25%) was 39 years old. All participants were students at Waikato
University: 3 PhD (18.75%), 1 Master (6.25%) and 12 Bachelor (75%) students.
The participants were asked to indicate how long they had been using a computer
and how much use per day. The responses varied from one to four years to more
than ten years. Two participants (12.5%) had been using a computer from one to
four years while the rest (87.5%) had more than five years experience. The
majority of the participants had been using a computer over the past ten years.
Five participants (31.25%) used a computer for about three hours per day, six
(37.5%) for about four to six hours and five (31.25%) for more than six hours.
Participants used a computer for several activities, including mainly writing,
communication and life management, followed by reading and searching
activities.
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The participants were asked if they had group study experience or not. Twelve
(75%) had experience of group study opportunities in the same place and at the
same time, while the rest (25%) did not. Those who had experience had worked
in-group for education purposes for various papers, including computer science,
marketing, management and mathematics-related subjects. An equal number of
participants had experienced working online with a group, as had not (50%). Ten
participants (62.5%) used social media for education purposes while the rest
(37.5%) did not. Most participants reported they had experience working online
with the subjects related to computer science or E-commerce, while physics and
education-related subjects was less reported.
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Table 3-2: Demographic Questionnaire Data

Participants

Age group

Study

Years using computer

Computer usage per day

Group study opportunities
Working online with a group
Using social networks services
for education reasons

Frequency

Per cent

Male/Male

4

50%

Female/
Female

2

25%

Male/
Female

2

25%

18–28

9

56.25%

29–38

6

37.5%

39–48

1

6.25%

PhD

3

18.75%

Master

1

6.25%

Bachelor

12

75%

1–4

2

12.5%

5–10

6

37.5%

>10

8

50%

1–3

5

31.25%

46

6

37.5%

>6

5

31.25%

Yes

12

75%

No

4

25%

Yes

8

50%

No

8

50%

Yes

10

62.5%

No

6

37.5%

Social networks are beneficial tools for enhancing the experience of a group
working online. Figure 3-7 shows the tools participants reported having
experience with in working online with a group. These tools were used to
communicate with other group members and provide a platform of features that
assisted them to achieve their tasks. Video conferencing is the most used of the
tools, including Google Talk and Skype. Other popular tools are collaborative
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writing tools, including Google Doc and Wikispace 24. Forum and email are the
least used: they tend to be more asynchronous tools, as they do not provide realtime communication.

Tool used for online work group
3

2

1

0
Google Talk

Email

Google Doc

Wikispace

Skype

Fourm

Figure 3-7: Tool used for online group work, a participant may be mentioned
more than one

Figure 3-8 shows the level of social network use by participants for education
purposes or gaining knowledge. Most participants had used social network
services for education purposes. Facebook and Google Plus are the most used
tools, followed by Skype, Twitter and YouTube.

24

www.wikispaces.com
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Social network service for
education purposes
4
3
2
1
0
Skype

Youtube

Google+ Facebook

Twitter

Moodle

LinkedIn

Figure 3-8: Social network service for education purposes, a participant may
be mentioned more than one

3.3.2

Recording Elements Data

The researcher used the camera-recording tool to observe whether participants
used external devices to communicate with each other, including landlines and
mobile phones. All participants agreed to be recorded on camera, except for two
groups who refused to be recorded through the camera, but agreed to their screen
activities being recorded (one group used the text chat conversation and the other
used the audio conversation through Skype). This section presents the
communication channels and conversation analysis then summarises these themes
in regard to frequency of descriptive sentences.

Communication Channels
None of the participants were observed using their own devices. The current study
divides the mediums of communication into four forms: audio chatting, video
conferencing, text chatting, and video conferencing and shared screen. Figure 3-9
shows that most participants used video conferencing; three groups used Skype
(group B, D and F), and two groups (group C and I) used audio-based chatting
(Call in Skype and landline). Also, two groups (group G and H) used text-based
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chatting (IM in Skype, WebQQ service). Only one group (group E) used video
conferencing and shared their screen through Skype.

Medium of communication
3

2

1

0
Audio chatting

Videoconferncing

Text chating

VC+Share screen

Figure 3-9: Medium of communication, only one option for each group

Time Spent on Tasks
The following table (see Table 3-3) presents the time that every group spent on
each task. The time was recorded in seconds. In several cases talk unrelated to the
given tasks was observed. This talk was “humorous” exchanges or related to
technical issues with communication (e.g. how I can share my screen?).
Table 3-3: Time Spent by each Group (in seconds)
Group
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Average
Task Time

Task one
time

Task two
time

Task three
time

Nonrelated
talk time

Total time

65
156
250
37
311
154
62
303

264
82
330
240
362
122
193
462

63
314
495
360
481
304
251
492

20
0
190
600
133
0
0
93

412
552
1265
1237
1287
580
506
1350

167.25

256.875

345

129.5

898.625
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Figure 3-10 shows the average completion time graph for the tasks completed
by all of the test participants.

Average Tasks Completion Time
(in seconds)
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
T1

T2

T3

Non-related talk
time

Figure 3-10: Average Task Completion Time (in seconds)

Conversation Analysis
This part presents results about the participants’ conversation during the sessions.
The three tasks were designed to reveal behaviour or activities of users working
in-group (see 3.1.3). Parts of some conversation from the transcripts are used to
illustrate the participants’ observed behaviour and screen activities, instead of
presenting the whole conversation in each session, as the patterns in them are
similar and can be categorised.
As mentioned before the categorization of all conversation transcripts has been
mostly based on aspects from previous studies mentioned in chapter (2.0). A
count of participants' frequency of screen activities and the codes from transcripts
are used in this study. After reading all transcripts and relating the messages to
previous studies, two main categories were identified: search box and browsing
awareness, and information referencing awareness. Other findings that related to
group work were added.
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Search Box and Browsing Awareness
Figure 3-11 illustrates that searching the collection was the most frequent activity
that users performed, in comparison to browsing the collection. There were two
search boxes: Firefox and Greenstone search box. Most users used the Firefox
search box. Related to Firefox highlighting, there were two modes: “highlighting
all” mode which highlights all of the keywords on a page content and “highlight
one by one” mode which highlights one keyword at a time, with movement
between them being by keyboard commands “next” and “previous”. Most
participants used the Firefox search box for finding keywords on the current
webpage. One group (group G) was observed to use it for searching inside the
document. Most users (5 participants) used the “highlight one by one”, whereas
three participants were observed to use the “highlight all” button.
It had been observed that users exchange information about queries. Participants
displayed different levels of ability or skill in dealing with either Greenstone or
Firefox search boxes. When they shared their queries, several participants spelled
the queries wrongly (see example 1).

Example 1:
C2: [searches for all of the key phrases in Firefox search box] (00:7)
[changes query] [failed] (00:10) what word(s) did you put?
C1: you may have spelled it wrong
C2: {reads the word}
C1: what are you looking for?
C2: what word should I put
C1: It is …{tells him the word}
C2: yea [reformulates search query]
Example 1 shows that C2 input all of the given keywords in Firefox and failed to
match them with webpage content, while C1 put in the right words and did not
know what C2's query was. He then shared his query by reading it aloud. Then C1
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reformed his search to be the same as C2. They can continue collaborating with
the articles.
In group D, participant D2 was trying to share his query, but his partner (D2) was
busy browsing the collection.
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Frequency of search box activities
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Figure 3-11: Frequency of search box activities
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Information Referencing Awareness
Two types of information referencing were used: across the collection and inside
the document. When participants tried to direct their partner to the same point
across the collection or inside the document, considerable time and effort was
expended for everyone to arrive at the sought after point. Participants were
observed to use different techniques to direct each other to the target information.
Participants who used oral communication (landlines, videoconferencing and
audio calling through Skype) referred to the point of interest (POI) by reading
aloud first and when they failed to come together to the target document or text
they used the count reference line to direct each other. For negotiating inside a
document, they used the page-, paragraph-, line-number and content referencing
(e.g., “below the table”, or “The paragraph that starts ‘Asynchronous is'”). The
next example illustrates the referencing statement (see example 2).
Example 2:
D2:

I found one and I think it is a good one [read the title]

D1:

Ok where?

D2:

[Counts the lines]

D1:

[Moves the cursor when hears the count]

D2:

It is number fifteen from the top [read the title aloud]

D1:

yup yup

Example 2 shows that D2 informs D1 that he has found an article and D1 asks
questions to identify the location of the article. D2 starts to count the order of the
articles. D1 follows him by counting with him to the target article.
All participants were observed referencing information across the collection,
except those who were using the chat-based communication (group G and H);
they use the “copy and paste” technique to exchange such information (see Figure
3-12). They copied and pasted their finding on the IM instead of identifying the
article’s location among the collection. For task three (see appendix A. 6)
participants were asked to find the best definition for “asynchronous eLearning”,
Group D referred to the document title thinking it could give a definition of the
given term. Groups D, E and F opened the document and started referencing
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inside it together for the best definition, while group C exchanged the
information orally instead of reading the document, and text-chatting groups G
and H also used “copy and paste” to exchange the information.
Related activity that could effect the referencing was opening either a PDF file or
HTML format file for the same document. Most participants were reading PDF
documents (see Figure 3-12). In group I, I1 read an HTML document format
while his partner read the same document in PDF format. Another case occurred
with group (G), but they read at their own pace since they used text-based
communication.
Another related activity to referencing was opining tabs in both Greenstone digital
library (GDL) page and Firefox Internet Explorer. Most participants opened links
(tabs) in the GDL (see Figure 3-12). They were trying to open the file document
or to view the references in different browsing classifications (e.g., year). Those
who used another web application service for communication (group G, WebQQ
service), opened a Firefox tab to chat and move between the two tab. Further, in
group C, C1 was observed to open the document file in another Firefox tab and to
read between these two tabs. In Greenstone DL, to open a file click on the title
which opens another webpage and this webpage has two document formats (PDF
and HTML); the user then clicks on the one they want to use to view the
document. All users experienced this process except group B and participant E1
(see Figure 3-12). Further, the search result opens in a new webpage with a
different ranking of the result.
Users were observed several times to appear to be lost while they used the
Greenstone search box or moved between webpage. When users used the
Greenstone search box, the result was shown in a new page.
Example 3:
C1: You find it!!
C2: Ok, I think I found a definition.
C1 How did you find it?
C2: I opened the articles from the top, third one
C1: From the top? {Viewing the result of the Greenstone query}
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C2: You can click on the icon and open the file {open the link and two
documents appear with two different icons for opening the file either in
HTML or PDF}
C1: [move from section to section]{lost track}
C2: Oh no, no, it is the third one; where are you?
C1: {read titles}
C2: Ok, Ok probably you are on different pages
Participants in example 3 were facing an issue with browsing since there were
many links, leading them to open and move between pages. User C1 open the file
from the collection list while user C2 used the search function of Greenstone and
opened the result, which retrieved documents in a different order than C1.
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Figure 3-12: Referencing related activities
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Evaluation the information
The second task asked participants to evaluate references across the collection,
while the third task asked them to find the definition of a given term inside
documents, which leads to evaluating a selective piece of information inside a
document (see appendix A. 6). Most participants used qualitative statements to
give their opinion about a document (e.g. “this is good”) while a “like” statements
was not used (e.g. “I like this one”) (see Figure 3-13). Text-based communication
groups read and evaluated the information at their own pace and shared it with
others through “copy and paste”. Only participant D1 asked about the type of
document (“What type of document is this? Is it from newspaper or journal?”).
Most participants asked their partner for their opinion of information that was
mentioned (see Figure 3-13).
Example 4:
F1: Yes that is it, what do you think?
F2: [read the title] Mmmm yea it seems good. It has a synonym of the term
“higher education”.
F1: What do you think?
F2: Yes, I think it is good one
In Example 4, participant F1 found an article and presented it to F2. He then
asked him for his opinion and evaluation of the document from its title. F2 read
and examined the title and matched the keyword with its synonym in the title.
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Figure 3-13: Count frequency of evaluation statements

Other Finding
Awareness of progress: Awareness between participants in online group
interaction was common in all sessions. Users tried to be aware of the progress of
their partner. They used statements that told the other party about their current
situation (e.g., I am reading …, I am looking for …).
Division of labour: Only two groups divided the task between them to save time.
Group C: “I will read the first one, you do another”. The participants were
observed dividing a task that required them to find the definition of a given term.
Participant C1 found an article he decided to take time to read part and asked C2
to find another one to read.
Encouragement: in some cases, participants were seen encouraging each other to
find articles (e.g., “try again ”, “you are good”).
Sharing prior knowledge: participants shared their knowledge about some
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definitions to clarify the task (e.g. D1 asked D2: “Do you know what
asynchronous means?” D2 gave a negative response and D1 started to explain to
his partner).
Video calling position: it was noted that most participants using video
conferencing positioned the video screen on the top of the screen.

3.3.3

Follow-up Questionnaire Data

The Followed Questionnaire (see appendix A. 7) asked six questions to extract
participants’ workload experience after the session. These questions were asked
about task level, hurriedness, awareness, completion, motivation and enjoyment.
The responses to these questions were recorded on a 7-point Likert scale [44].
Further, this questionnaire had a comment section for any additional feedback.
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Figure 3-14; Workload in different forms of communication

Figure 3-14 shows the workload that participants experienced in the experiment
sessions. All participants reported low values for the task level, which indicates
the level of ease, except for participants using the text-based conversation, who
reported the task level to be moderately easy. Regarding the hurried to complete
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the tasks, participants with video conferencing and share screen were
moderately hurried to accomplish the tasks while other were slightly not hurried.
In terms of awareness, share screen participants were considerably aware of each
other's activities, while text-based, video conferencing and audio-based chatting
participants were moderately aware. The share screen group reported considerable
competitiveness; video conferencing groups were moderately competitive.
Participants using the share screen reported high levels of motivation followed by
video conferencing participants and text-based chatting groups who were
considerably motivated, and audio-based chatting participants who reported slight
motivation. Also, participants using the share screen reported higher levels of
enjoyment, than video conferencing participants and text- and audio-based
chatting participants.
Overall, share screen participants returned positive statements on workload,
followed by video conferencing participants and text-based chatting participants.
Participants who used the audio conversation made negative statements about the
workload.
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3.4

Discussion

Starting with the demographic finding of the study, as expected most students had
experience of group work, either in the real world (as group study) or working
online with a group. In this study sample, 75% of students had experience of
group study and 50% had worked in groups online. This indicates a need in
people for a social aspect to information seeking.
As expected, the results show that most respondents used social networks. This
finding is similar to that of several previous studies, such as [52]–[54], that have
found a high percentage of university students use social networks, particularly
Facebook. Further, a number studies, such as [54], have highlighted the use of
social networks to support student educational purposes. Not surprisingly, this
finding is indicative of the high popularity of social network sites nowadays, and
the impact that they are likely to have on people’s daily lives.
It should be noted that the study did not address some potentially confounding
variables. Several factors have the potential to impact on the findings, such as age
and gender distribution among the participant sample, the study target population,
education levels and possible cultural differences between the participants. The
study sample consisted of international students (Asians, Europeans, Indians etc.)
this potentially confounding variable was not considered.
Returning to the main research questions: “What are the group informationseeking behaviors (or activities) of remote computer users who are browsing the
same digital articles collection?” Firstly, in term of medium of communication
most participants selected video conferencing to communicate with peers. This
finding is consistent with Isaacs and Tang study that found people are more
willing to establish discussions through video calling rather than audio calling
[55], [56]. A related and unexpected result was that most video conferencing users
positioned the video calling screen in the upper part of the screen. A possible
reason for this is ease on their eyes since the favoured position was at eye level.
Secondly, to identify users activities (or behavior) from both parts -- the screen
and conversation -- three simple tasks were designed (see appendix A. 6). The
first task was about finding keywords. This task was expected to explore users'
behaviour related to two main concepts, search box and browsing, and how much
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time users spent exchanging such information. The second task was about
finding key concepts. The purpose of this task was to explore users' behaviour
mainly related to referencing across the collection and also to evaluate these
references. The third task was about viewpoint. The aim of this task was to
explore user behaviour that is mainly related to referencing and evaluation inside
the document. Overall, the activities observed are mostly related to three main
aspects -- search boxes, information referencing and evaluating the information.
Even though there were about 54 articles in one page of the collection, most users
preferred search boxes to browsing the collection. According to Nielesen, users
tend to look first for the search box when they visit a web page [57]. Another
surprising result is that users prefer Firefox search box to the Greenstone search
box. Possible reasons for this preference could be that they are used to using the
Internet explore search box in any webpage, the query term highlighting the
functionality of Firefox, and that it is displayed in any pages when they move
between pages. Another reason could be that the Greenstone search link does not
encourage them to click on it. Nielesen found that the use of a search engine
increased by 91% when he added a search-box to his website, instead of a link
(link that take user to a page with search box) [57]. When participants shared their
queries, they read them aloud and two main issues appeared; firstly the queries
might be spelled wrong, and secondly, a user might use a different search box
than a peer (e.g. G1 used Firefox search box while G2 used Greenstone). Further,
some users reformulated their queries many times while their partner may have
quickly got the right (or successful) queries. The co-browsing website navigation
should display the search box in every page and this navigation exists in
Greenstone version 3. Further, the entire query should be highlighted on the
current web page. Providing a button to allow users to share their queries is
essential to avoid duplication of effort and therefore save time.
In this study, awareness of a peer's activities was most often related to referencing
the information across the collection and inside the document. During mutual
navigation, users used phrases that indicated the gesture needed to direct the
attention of others to a point in the text by language. They used page-, paragraph-,
or line-number or referred to content or layout of the page (e.g. “in the bottom” or
“third one”, “below the table”, “line four”, “the second paragraph”). This finding
is similar to Pearson’s observation when she investigated co-located group readers
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referencing behaviour [22]. The analysis of verbal communication behaviour
indicates that the Co-browsing GDL system should support remote pointing
gestures and identify their location across the web page. A common solution is to
provide a “telepointer” that allows users to effectively guide and direct each other
through the collection; therefore verbal instructions can be reduced. The solution
to identifying users location across the collection and inside a long document is to
use a “multi-users scrollbar”. The solutions to referencing inside the same page
are touse the “point out” feature and “highlight” the text to identify more specific
information or the work process (e.g., point to a person’s face on a picture and say
his name).
The presentation of the metadata collection in Greenstone impacts on the users'
work while browsing the collection together with a peer. The website navigation
of Greenstone DL is not sufficient for co-browsing. The reason may be that the
many links and tabs available for moving between pages make it hard for
participants to identify their current location to each other. For example, one
person was viewing the collection by author name and the other by title (see
example 3, group C). Further, the search result may be another issue since
Greenstone DL presents the result in a new page and users may have a different
page order than their partner, which means it is hard to reference them by
counting the lines to each other to arrive at the target document. The Co-browsing
GDL should present the result in the same view table collection and keep users on
the same page.
Although the third task asked participants to find viewpoints, most users did not
divide the task between themselves; only one group divided the task by reading
different documents. A possible explanation of this finding is that the groups were
of two people and they might not have needed to divide the task since there was
no contribution overload (or conversation) that at times might need to be reduced
by dividing a task.
The results of the follow up questionnaires show that the given tasks were
reasonably easy for all groups. They either had prior knowledge of the topics or
they could easily understand them. Awareness in those who used the share screen
was at a higher level since they could see each other's screen activities.
Surprisingly, the participants using text-based chatting reported high levels of
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awareness of each other's activities. A possible reason could be that while they
worked individually at their own pace they expected each other to immediately
share their achievements in each task. The participants who used audio as a
medium of communication had a negative response. The interruption of each
other while doing the task could be a possible reason for such a response.

Requirements
These requirements are identified to support users who are browsing together the
same Greenstone digital library collection from separate locations. These
requirements are being inspired by the related systems (See Chapter 2.0), as well
as been identified from the data analysis of the user study.
 Identity: User need to identify their peer therefore can control whom to
follow their activities and communicate with.
 Communication: Medium of communication is the core element in online
group works. Users need to have different options of medium
communication including text based chatting and audio and video calling.
 Referencing awareness: Users need to be aware if their peers referencing
activities inside the document and within digital collection.
 Share right information: Users need to share only the right queries. Also
they need to share the selected references.
 Information presentation: Users need to have all metadata in one page rather
in different pages.
 Visualisation: Users need to identify the location of the documents of their
partner that is currently reading.
 Navigation: Users need to identify the web page elements. Also, reduced the
number of links and keep them in one interactive page.
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Chapter 4
4.0

Proposed System

To assess a system that supports shared browsing of the same collection in the
Greenstone digital library a prototype was developed. This chapter begins with
the prototype background, then analyses the system requirements, before
explaining the prototype design. Chapter 5 discusses the usability test of this
prototype.

4.1

Prototype Overview

Making a prototype, or prototyping, is an effective approach to testing new design
ideas [58]. It assists a designer in solving problems and understanding what a user
might want after performing a usability test. A designer can evaluate multiple
ideas in the early phase of development [59] after which the system can be
implemented. Prototyping is fast and cheap in contrast to building a fully
functional system. Designers need basic materials (e.g., paper) or a computerbased design application to present their ideas. Basically, there are two types of
prototypes: low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototyping [58]. Low-fidelity
prototyping “does not look very much like the final product” unlike the highfidelity prototype [58].
4.1.1

Low-Fidelity Prototyping

Low-fidelity prototyping is a quick and easy way to translate the highlevel design concepts of a system into a testable artefact. It may be drawn on a
piece of paper by hand or computer application (printed, paper prototyping) or be
a picture made by an application (on the computer screen). Paper prototyping is a
simple way of testing the usability of a proposed system and can provide a great
deal of useful feedback that can be used to improve the system. Different forms of
low-fidelity prototype include index cards, Wizard of Oz and sketching
storyboard [58]. The sketching storyboard form of a paper prototype is used in
this study. It involves elements that include people, desk, camera and simple
sketches (e.g., icons, buttons and windows).
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4.1.2

Limitations

Hi-fidelity prototyping was not employed in this study due to the time constraints
on programming simulated software for the proposed system. Further, reviewing
several network services (e.g., Google Doc) that could simulate a large portion of
the proposed system’s features was not possible since there is a need to
communicate between all features and show some links between them. For
example, pointing to content by clicking on the cell, storing shared references and
search queries allows selecting references or identifying all a user’s activities by
unique colour.

4.2

Requirements for the Co-browsing GDL System

This section discusses in detail the Co-browsing in GDL system requirements.
These requirements have been inspired by the related systems (See Chapter 2.0),
as well as having been identified from the data analysis of the user study (See
Section 3.4). These requirements are important to ensure the quality of a
collaborative system's share browsing capability, remotely or locally, at the same
time, of the same collection. This section reviews techniques from previous
studies (or systems) that can support the Co-browsing GDL’s requirements. A Cobrowsing GDL prototype can be seen in (4.3).

 Identity
Identity is an important aspect in a system that involves multi-users. When
sharing “information activities” with other members, such as highlighting,
conversation, telepointer and shared queries, it is essential to distinguish between
group members. The colour code and nickname for participants are essential in a
collaborative and social network system in order to assist participants to
distinguish each other's activities. This technique is used in many services (e.g.,
Google Doc) and collaborative systems (e.g., CoSearch [17] and BuddyBooks
[22]). The colour-coded and nickname technique is considered to be an easily
distinguishable approach that is suggested by [60]. Further, identifying a member
by name and colour will allow users to select whom to follow. Allowing a user to
select users to follow is a feature of the SearchTogether system [25]. It keeps
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users focused on the users they are currently interacting with, rather than seeing
all users’ activities and making the workspace more complex.

 Communication
A real-time and remote work environment needs a direct communication channel.
Through communication, users can discuss and evaluate the references. The result
of this study shows that participants use different types of communication tools,
but identifying the reasons why they choose a certain tool is not discussed in this
study. Typically, there are three options of communication: text-, audio- and
video-based conversation. These options are used “together” in several popular
social network systems, such as Facebook and Skype. The Co-browsing GDL
proposed system allows users to choose the medium of communication they
prefer, which seems to be important in a successful social-based system. When
users want to call in video or audio, they click on their icons and a list of
nicknames of users who are currently browsing the same collection shows up.

 Share the right information
Sharing only the right information must be taken into account when designing a
collaborative system. Systems such as SearchTogether [25], CoSense and
CoSearch [17] provide a sharing-the-queries feature with all group members,
including the right and wrong queries. However, the user study results show that
participants only shared the right queries with peers. Therefore, providing a button
that allows a user to share queries that she or he thinks are valuable is an
important feature. For share referencing, users can click on the check boxes to
select a number of references they want to share with peers. Sharing the right
information is important in avoiding undesired duplication of effort, as a user
knows what queries have already been tried or referencing is been reviewed.
Peers can see the shared queries and selected references in the “Update box” area.
The “Update box” allows users to track their peers’ activities while progressing
the discussion.
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 Referencing awareness:
Awareness is associated with “referencing the information” in many synchronous
collaborative systems. Providing referencing features will assist users to navigate
peers’ locations or points of interest. A common approach in many collaborative
writing systems is using the “telepointer” technique (e.g., Google Doc).
Telepointer is an essential feature in a real-time environment system [61]. It
increases the awareness of members through identifying their location and
activities. This technique is about tracking users’ mouse movements or activities
among the document content. In reviewing related systems, the use of the
“telepointer” technique is common on services that provide for collaborative
writing and editing, but there is no system support for the “telepointer” in a “read
only” web page. Adding such a feature to the GDL could help users identify the
location when their peer clicks on the reference cell. The following table (see
Table 4-1) illustrates the difference between the traditional telepointer in Google
Doc and the proposed one in the Co-browsing GDL.

Table 4-1: Telepointer
User A

Google Doc’s telepointer. User can
move the telepointer across the
text

Proposed

Co-browsing

GDL

telepointer. User clicks on the title
and a user colour-coded highlight
the whole cell that contains this
title.

Further, for identifying the “browser view” of other members a common approach
is using the “multi-user scrollbar pointer”. If the collection or the open documents
are long, then showing an overview of where members are through their colorcoding in the scrollbar of the collection or document can be useful. This approach
helps users modify their “browser view” to be the same as that of whom, for
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instance, calls to see a piece of information in a certain page or across the
collection --"what you see is what I see". There are, commonly, two types of
"multi-user scrollbar pointer”. The following table (see Table 4-2) illustrates the
difference between these two styles and the proposed style for the Co-browsing
GDL.

Table 4-2: Multi-user Scrollbar Pointer

This type is good to adjust the scroll

This type does not take space, but it is

This is the proposed design for the

box, but it takes space if many

hard to view exactly the same view

Co-browser GDL. It saves space and

users are involved.

with peers, especially when they use

user can adjust the view by using

the “point out” feature inside a

the indicator in the middle of the

document.

scroll box.

For referencing inside the document, annotation is used in many systems either
for personal or public use. To determine how to support the annotation, it is
important to know how, why, and for what purpose annotation is used in a
synchronous environment. The annotation helps a group reader to quickly identify
the location of the point of interest (POI) while discussing the target information
[22]. Annotation has three main elements: a value, an anchor and a visual form
[29]. The value is the data that is added by the reader to the document, the anchor
is the link between these data or between passages in this document, the visual
form is the presentation of these values (e.g., highlight, underline and circle) [29].
There are two main types of annotation. The first is writing that comes in the form
of marginal comments on the text, and the second is marking annotation such as
underling, circling, highlighting and rating. For synchronous interaction the use of
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highlighting could be an essential feature that assists users to navigate in real
time the location of the POI.
Table (see Table 4-3) presents two different approaches of pointing out more
specific POI inside a document: multi-cursors telepointer and “Point out”
technique. These approaches assists group readers to quickly identify a specific
location when all group arrive at the target page. It seems useful when remote
users discuss a complex diagram or explain an element of a picture.

Table 4-3: Approaches of pointing out more specific POI inside a document

Flexible JAMM25 proposed to use multi-cursors telepointer
with colour codes to identify the movement of group
members, but this could lead to complexity and lose the
user’s focus.

The proposed technique for identifying the point of interest
in Co-browsing GDL is inspired by BuddyBooks “point
out” technique [22]. It assists users to identify the POI by
clicking on the target part.

The proposed system of Co-browsing GDL has “point out” feature to support
mutual navigation inside the document. As mentioned before, the users
identifying the reference activities of each other by the colour codes.

Information presentation:
Information presentation is an important aspect of any system. Metadata allows
users to evaluate resources (e.g., evaluate based on document authors). It is
important to present a large amount of information about references in a
consistent manner [62], particularly in the case where users are browsing the same
collection. A common approach to presenting metadata is “view table” (or

25

people.cs.vt.edu/~shaffer/JAMM/
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tabular) which can communicate large amounts of information [63]. Typically,
the metadata are presented in rows and columns, which allow users to evaluate the
references based on that attribute or they can sort the references by specific
attribute [62]. This way of presenting information is used in many digital
collection systems [63]. System such as Mendeley uses this type of presentation in
the desktop version. The “view table” allows Mendeley users to sort the
references by any attribute (e.g., title, date or authors’ names) and therefore
evaluate these references based on these attributes.
The sort features in many digital collections’ “view table” seem to support single
users, while in cases where there are many users, who are viewing the same
collection together, it will be difficult for them to identify which reference they
are looking at for each other, if each one sorts the collection according to their
purpose. As a result, the Co-browsing GDL will use the un-sortable “view table”
presentation (fixed). This way will take into account the “multi-users scrollbar
pointer”, as all users view the same list order, which means the system can
identify in which location (or part) the users are viewing.
Search result presentation is another important aspect in this system. As the
system involves multi-users, the result must be shown in the same “view table”.
Showing the search result in different pages could affect the “referencing”
awareness of each other. Two main aspects should be taken into account:
summary of results presentation and highlighting the query terms. According to
[64], showing the summary of search results in bullet “list style” significantly
improved the performance in users’ readability of results, in comparison with the
“normal-bolded style” (e.g., Google). Using query highlighting is an effective
method to increase user experience. Highlighting can be seen in three different
ways:

reverse

video,

bold

text

or

with

a

coloured

background

(searchuserinterfaces 26 ). A coloured background is used in many applications.
When a user uses more than one word in the query term, it is suggested a different
colour be assigned to each word [65]. However, in cases where there are multiusers and each one has been colour-coded, this method would appear to be
difficult to use, especially when searching inside the document (user could

26

searchuserinterfaces.com
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highlight some text or words). Instead, using one colour to highlight key terms
could be a better option.
The Co-browsing GDL system should display the “list style” search result under
each title and use the coloured background to highlight the query term in the title
and on the list summary (see Table 4-1).



Visualisation:

Icons are used to present information. They help users interact with the collection
while browsing and reading the document. All Greenstone versions use
visualisation to enhance the experience of users. Table 4-4: shows the proposed
icons for the Co-browsing GDL.

Table 4-4: Icons for the Co-browsing GDL
Icon



Description
Currently reading.

Open file icon in PDF.

Audio Communication.

Video Communication.



User colour-coded.



Open file icon in HTML.

Providing such visualization in Co-browsing GDL could increase user's awareness
of each other activities. Icons are used to identify, for instance, which document
are currently opened and by whom.
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Navigation:

Navigation is an essential element in any successful website. It allows users to
find all needed information in one location and faster and easier. The following
points are the aspects of the Co-browsing GDL in terms of web navigation:
 Search box must be in every page. When users feel lost they look for a
search function and since it is impossible to predict when and where they
will feel lost, it is important to make the search box available in every
page [57]. This aspect is present in the Greenstone version 3.0.
 The search result must be on the same page collection. As mentioned before,
when users enter a query, it must be highlighted on the collection and
retrieve the matching words from inside the document and presents them
as a summery in a bulleted list under each title.
 Video calling must be in the top-most position. As noted in the user study,
many users positioning the video screen on the top of the computer screen,
therefore the video position should be fixed in the top part of the website.
 Communication is on the bottom right. This is the usual place in many
social network services.
 Follow member and update box is on the right of the page. Most services
use the same location, therefore users get used to it.
 View collection and document will be in the middle of the page. There is no
external tab that can be opened to keep all members in the same place.
The drawback of the current Greenstone tool is that there are too many options or
links. This makes the website hard to use or to navigate important information in
one place [66] and at the same time.
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4.3

Co-browsing GDL Prototype

The users’ main activities are to share browse the same collection with those who
are in the same Greenstone digital library. The layout of the Co-browsing GDL
consists of six main regions: collection path/ join/ login/ logout region, search box
and

video

screens

region,

identity region,

share

information

region,

communication region, and view region (see Figure 4-4). Microsoft PowerPoint is
used to draw the prototype since it is easy to use and the interface appearance can
be close to the real system.

Figure 4-1: Interface of the start page of GDL system

Figure 4-1 shows the start page of the Co-browsing GDL system. It presents all
reference metadata in “view table”. Users can join or login from this page.
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Figure 4-2: Joint interface of the Co- Figure 4-3: Login interface of the Cobrowsing GDL
browsing GDL

The above figures present the forms of joining (see Figure 4-2) and logging in
(see Figure 4-3). Users need to assign their names and passwords and their email
for the case of verifying or resetting their password. It allows users to connect
their account to the popular social networks. This seems to be a faster and easier
way to join and log in.
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Figure 4-4:Co-browsing GDL interface

Figure 4-4 shows the six main regions of the Co-browsing GDL: (a) presents the
path of the collection/opened document. User can see her/his name, looking for
help, or changing the preferences; (b) presents the search box where users can
enter and share their queries beside the video calling screen(s); where users can
enter and share their queries beside (k) the area for the video calling screens; (c)
presents the members’ identities, including, nicknames and colour codes. Users
can select whom to follow their activities; (d) presents the shared queries and
references; (e) presents the three forms of communication: text, audio and video
chatting; (f) presents the view of the “view table” collection. Also when a user
opens a document, it will open in this area; (g) user “A” pointer; (h) the middle
pointer inside the scroll box; and (i) user “B” pointer.
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Figure 4-5:Co-browsing GDL information presentation

Figure 4-5 shows the search result presentation when a user searches for a key
term. The key terms will be highlighted in yellow in both the titles and the
summaries (c) for the documents that contain the query (b). Users can click on the
cell of a reference (d) to be shown to other users (who have already selected his or
her activities to be followed) (c). When a user opens a document to read, two
icons appear: “opened book” icon and “square” color-coded to represent who is
currently reading the document (e). Buttons for share information are: share
selection and share query. A user can click on the “share selection” button after he
click one check boxes (f), these selections appear in (g) box. When a user wants to
share his query, he can click on the “share query” button (a) and the query will
appear in (h) box.
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Figure 4-6: Co-browsing GDL reading a document view

Figure 4-6 shows the interface of reading a document. A user can highlight a
piece of information inside the document (see Figure 4-6, a) and can call for more
attention to a specific word by using the “point out” (see Figure 4-6, b). They can
use the “middle scroll pointer” to adjust the view of the paper, “let me see what
you are seeing” (see Figure 4-6, c). When users want to come back to the
collection, they can click on the collection name from the path (see Figure 4-6, d).
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4.4

Scenarios

In human computer interaction, scenario is a small story, which describes the
work of a system. The following two scenarios illustrate the functioning of the
Co-browsing GDL, in real time communication and in both remote and co-located
environments.

4.4.1

Scenario: Separate Location, Separate Screen, Same
Time

Rebecca, Trish, Matheio and Graeme are friends. They normally hold a book club
discussion every month, but currently they are in separate cites. They decide to
use the Co-browsing GDL to discuss a book they have read that month and to
select the next book to be read. They join the Co-browsing GDL system and each
of them gets a personal color-coding. The group members choose a time each
month for an online meeting.
The meeting time arrives; therefore they login to the service. All group members
use video calling and their screens can be seen at the top of the system. When they
finish the book discussion, they decide to browse the collection and select a book
to be read for the next meeting. Rebeca finds a good one, so she calls for attention
through the video calling function. They ask her where the document relating to
the book she is talking about is. She then clicks on the cell that contains that
document and the cell is highlighted so that the others can see what she is looking
at. They like the document/book; therefore they decide to select it. She clicks on
the check box against that document and then clicks on the “share selection”
button. They continue looking for more documents/books before the whole group
finally decides which one to read by the end of the session. In this case they agree
to go with Graeme's suggestion.
This scenario illustrates the work of Co-browsing GDL for remote users and using
some features: referencing across the collection using “telepointer” and selecting
a document that is agreed on by the group.
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4.4.2

Scenario: Same Location, Separate Screen, Same
Time

Sami, Jone, Alex and Mario are university students. They have the same projects
and need to come together to discuss some documents related to their project.
They book a room in the library to discuss their project and help each other to
understand what they are doing. Each of them uses their own computer. They
login to the Co-browsing GDL to review together the project collection. As the
communication is face-to-face, there is no need to use the communication feature.
Mario finds a promising document, but he notices that there is a figure within one
of the chapters that is not fully explained. He asks the group to join him in
discussing that document. The group members find Mario’s location across the
collection through “multi-users scrollbar pointer” and then identify the current
open document through the “open book” and his “square” color-coded icons.
They also find his location inside the document through the ““multi-users
scrollbar pointer”. As all group members are now viewing the same page, they
start using the "point out" feature to discuss the figure. Alex highlights a
paragraph that links to that figure.
There are some terms in their project that need to be identified. Jone looks for the
definition of the word “folksonomy”. He finds a successful key term that could
retrieve all possible definitions. He uses “folksonomy is” as a query. He then
shares this query with the others by clicking on the “share queries” button. He
asks group members to click on it from the query box area. Group members click
on that query and start to read together from the result and decide which definition
is the best. The presentation of the result is: all query responses are highlighted in
yellow, and each response is retrieved and summarised under its document title.
This scenario illustrates the work of Co-browsing GDL for a co-located group
using some features: the awareness of which document is currently being read and
by whom, referencing across the collection and inside the document using the
"multi-scroll pointer”, referencing inside the document using "point out" and
highlighting features, selecting a document that is agreed on by the group, share
queries and the presentation of the results.
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4.5

Limitations

The user preference is considered to be a limitation since each user can change the
preference to suit their purpose, and this could affect group work activities. For
example, when a user inputs the search query in uppercase letters then the system
will not retrieve queries in lowercase letters, and therefore similarity of results
between peers may be affected.
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Chapter 5
5.0

Usability Test

Usability is defined as: “The extent to which a product can be used by specified
product users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction in a specified context of use” [67]. Effectiveness relates to how well
users accurately accomplish the tasks using the product, efficiency deals with how
quickly users can complete a task accurately and correctly after they have learned
the basic operation, while satisfaction relates to the fulfilment users get in using
the system [68]. This study uses these three aspects to measure users’ feedback (or
opinion or response) on the proposed Co-browsing GDL system. The usability
test structure and design are inspired by the usability test of Bakhtyar and Afridi
[69].
This section begins with usability evaluation methods (5.1), followed by test
design (5.2) and procedure (5.3). It then presents the result and data analysis (5.4)
and finally discusses the results (5.0).

5.1

Usability Evaluation Methods

An evaluator needs to follow certain methods of usability evaluation. It is
important to perform usability evaluation of a proposed system, for, as [58] point
out, without evaluation the designer cannot be sure about the usability of her/his
proposed system(s), and what users want. There are a number of usability
evaluation methods such as coaching method, questioning-asking protocol,
teaching method, think aloud protocol, and questionnaire (Usabilityhome27). To
evaluate the usability of the proposed Co-browsing GDL system, this study
selected two methods: think aloud protocol and questionnaire.

27

www.usabilityhome.com/FramedLi.htm?FeatureI.htm
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5.1.1

Think Aloud Protocol

The think aloud protocol (TA) test gives participants tasks to perform and then
requires them to voice their thoughts [58]. This protocol is used in many usability
studies to investigate a product interface [70]. Basically, participants explain their
actions by verbalizing their thoughts while doing the tasks. Therefore, the
evaluator can get valuable data from their speech and by observing their
performance. The benefit of this method is that the evaluator can easily judge the
participants’ actions and what they think about the target system’s interface. The
evaluator can also figure out what difficulties or issues the participants faced
while interacting with the proposed system. A challenge with the TA is to avoid
the “silent period” that may occur; it is assumed that participants may feel
uncomfortable verbally communicating their thoughts [58]. A possible solution is
that the evaluator could interrupt and remind participants to think out aloud [58]
or could ask questions during this period [71].

5.1.2

Follow-up Questionnaire

Another common method of collecting additional data from users, and further
evaluating system usability, is to use a questionnaire. A questionnaire is used to
explore the three elements of usability: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
with a proposed system. Two question formats can be used: closed-response
(yes/no) and open-ended. One method of scaling responses to the survey research
questionnaire.

5.2

Designing the Test

This section discusses the task design for the think aloud protocol and the followup questionnaire.

5.2.1

Task Design

Designing the test tasks was based on the interface elements. The tasks should
cover all of the proposed system’s important areas and be representative of the
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real task of the system (usabilitynet28). Eight different tasks were designed and
a number of steps were set for each task. Three tasks were general in nature (1, 2
and 8: join/ login/ logout) and the rest were related to communication, referencing
among the collection and inside the document, search box, and sharing selected
references. Table (see Table 5-1) outlines the tasks used in conducting the test.

Table 5-1 Tasks for Usability Tests
Task 1: JOIN TASK
1. Join the service.
2. Enter your username, password and email; you can also join Facebook, Twitter
and Google Plus.
Task 2: LOGIN TASK
1. Log in to the service by using your Greenstone username and password; you can
also log in through Facebook, Twitter and Google+.
Task 3: COMMUNICATION TASK
1. Go to the communication area.
2. Use the chat text to chat with the group members.
3. Select the one you want to chat with and tell them about what document you are
looking for.
4. Call her/ him by the audio.
5. Now, use the video calling to talk to the group.
Task 4: REFERENCING AMONG COLLECTION TASK
1. Select those whose activities you want to see.
2. Ask your partner to show you (or point out) what the reference that she/he thinks
is the right one for “eLearning in higher education”.
3. Show your partner the reference that you think is right.
4. Identify your partner’s location through the multi-user scrollbar pointer.
Task 5: REFERENCING INSIDE THE COLLECTION TASK
1. Identify the document that your partner is currently reading.
2. Click on the reference that you want to read.
3. Ask your partner to read the document that you are currently reading.
4. Show them the passage that you want to discuss by highlighting.
5. Go to the figure 2.4 in page 10 and use “point out” to explain the process that is
shown in that figure.
6. Go back to the collection.

28

www.usabilitynet.org/trump/index.htm
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Task 6: SEARCH BOX TASK
1. Search for the word “asynchronous”.
2. Check the results.
3. Share this word with your partner.
4. Ask your partner to click on your shared queries and discuss the references to
view the right definition of the “asynchronous”.
5. Find your partner's shared queries.
Task 7: SHARE SELECTED DOCUMENTS TASK
1. Select three documents and share them with your partner.
2. Delete one of them.
3. Check your group members’ selected references.
Task 8: LOGOUT TASK
1.

Log out of the system.

These tasks were enough to extract data about usability issues with the proposed
Co-browsing GDL system, since it is designed to allow participants to interact
with a paper prototype and test all the proposed system interface elements.

5.2.2

Follow-up Questionnaire Design

This study used a follow-up questionnaire to measure the three elements of
usability of the proposed Co-browsing GDL system, It used the Likert-scale
questionnaire format [44]. Table (see Table 5-2) shows the follow-up
questionnaire that was used after the test had been conducted.

1.
2.

The join form is easy to use.
The log in form is easy to use.

3

o
o

Disagree

1 2

Strongly disagree

Undecided

QUESTIONS

Agree

Sr.

Strongly agree

Table 5-2: Follow-up Questionnaire

4 5
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

The position of the login and join buttons is consistent.
Co-browsing GDL login and join is up to my expectations from a
typical social system.
The Join and log in to the service by connecting with other social
networks is satisfactory.
The icons/labels used in Co-browsing GDL log in and join forms
help me in identifying different actions.
It is easy to select whom to communicate with.
Co-browsing GDL communication is up to my expectations from a
typical Facebook system.
It is accurate and quick to identify whom to communicate with.
It is useful to identify accurately users’ names by colour while
communicating.
The position of the video calling screen is consistent.
I feel comfortable having different communication options.
The unique colour for participants used in “follow member” area
helps me in identifying their actions.
The icons/labels used in Co-browsing GDL communication help me
in identifying different actions.
I find Co-browsing GDL to be a complete solution for share
browsing the same collection.
It is accurate and quick to identify who is clicking on the reference
cell.
It is clear and quick to open a document.
It is accurate and quick to modify the view of the collection to be
the same as my partner's through the “scroll pointer”.
Presenting the metadata in table view is clear.
The icons/labels used in Co-browsing GDL collection list help me in
identifying different actions.
I can quickly identify the location of the currently discussed
passage by the “point out” feature.
It is accurate and quick to arrive at the same page that my partner
is currently viewing using the “scroll pointer”.
The unique highlight colour for each user that is used inside a
document helps me to identify who added the highlight.
The document path helps me back to the collection.
I find Co-browsing GDL to be a complete solution for sharing the
right queries.
The search box position is useful.
I find Co-browsing GDL to be a complete solution for sharing my
selected documents with other.
Logging-out of Co-browsing GDL is an easy task.
Activity of my partner on a shared document is shown
Learning to operate the system is easy.
Design is for all levels of users.
Co-browsing GDL’s interface is comfortable to work with.
The interface of Co-browsing GDL is graphically pleasing.

o
o
o
0
o
o
O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
O
o
o
o
O
o

The purpose of the above questionnaire is to gather data from participants
regarding their experience and opinion of the proposed Co-browsing GDL system.
It has been taken into account that these questions measure the attributes of the
three usability aspects: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. The following
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table (see Table 5-3) shows each of these attributes as represented by a set of
questions in the questionnaire.

Table 5-3: Question Division
USABILITY ATTRIBUTES

QUESTION NUMBER

TOTAL

Effectiveness

1,2,4,7,8,9,10,16,25,27,29.

11

Efficiency

17,18,21,22,28,30.

6

Satisfaction

3,5,6,11,12,13,14,19,20,23,24,25,26,31,32,33.

16

5.2.3

Participants

According to Nielsen, 85% of usability tests five participants can observe issues.
Therefore, five students were selected to participate in the usability tests [72]. Five
male were students studying different majors. Expert users were not selected in
this test since the interest was more in the voice and intermediate users' interaction
to the Co-browsing GDL and what the misconceptions/ problems they
experienced while using the proposed paper prototype.

5.3

Procedure

Ethical approval was required before conducting the usability study. Ethical
approval was granted by the human research ethics committee in the Department
of Computer Science at the University of Waikato (see Appendix B.1). Potential
participants were each given a participant information sheet (see Appendix B. 2)
and encouraged to ask any questions they might have. Participants could choose
the time and place with which they felt comfortable. A brief introduction was
given about the proposed system and the study “What participants will do?” Each
participant was asked to sign a consent form beforehand (see Appendix B. 3).
Then, the evaluator ran the camera to record the session and handed the task sheet
to the participant. Participants were asked to perform the given task and explain
their thoughts aloud (see Table 5-1). When a participant stopped talking during
the task, the evaluator asked and reminded her or him to explain their thoughts or
asked questions such as “What do you think of this?” or “What do you expect
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when you click on this button?” or “How do you do this?” A timer was used to
report the time spent on each task. Discussion related to improving the system
was not part of the procedure and the researcher stop the clock if it happens. After
finishing the tasks, participants were asked to fill in the follow-up questionnaire
(see Table 5-2). Finally, the participant was thanked for her/ his time and
participation.

5.4

Result and Data Analysis

This section presents the results of the usability test. The results have been
extracted from observation of the test participants during the test and participants'
feedback through the follow-up questionnaire. Section 5.4.1 shows the time spent
on tasks, section 5.4.2 deals with observation of the test participants during the
test and section 5.4.3 is about the participants' feedback in the follow-up
questionnaire. Section 5.5 is a discussion of the results.

5.4.1

Time Spent on Tasks

The researcher recorded time spent by the test participants performing each task.
The total time all participants spent on the tasks in think aloud protocol was 2
hours and 53 minutes. Any time spent discussing improvements to the system was
not counted. Table (see Table 5-4) shows the time each participant spent on a
given set of tasks.
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Table 5-4: Task Timings (in seconds) in Think Aloud Protocol
Participants ID
User A

User B

User C

User D

User E

Average
Task
Time

Task 1 time

89

30

40

60

35

50.8

Task 2 time

61

31

33

50

41

43.2

Task 3 time

480

395

491

530

423

463.8

Task 4 time

454

446

480

444

500

464.8

Task 5 time

360

201

261

400

363

317

Task 6 time

250

325

340

312

226

290.6

Task 7 time

100

190

145

160

160

151

Task 8 time

16

61

60

50

30

43.4

Total Test
Time

1810

1679

1850

2006

1778

1824.6

The following graph shows the average completion time of all tests participants in
performing the think aloud protocol evaluation method (see Figure 5-1).

Average Time (Seconds)
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Figure 5-1: Average Task Completion Timing (in seconds)
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5.4.2

Task Observations

During task performance in the usability tests, participants were carefully observed
and notes taken about any misconceptions/problems faced, and a video recording
was used for further observation. These observations can be used to address
problems experienced by the test participants, thus making use of the Cobrowsing GDL system more effective, efficient and satisfactory. The following
subsections discuss comments by the participants while performing the given tasks
on the Co-browsing GDL paper prototype.

Task 1
Task 1 was a general task about joining the Co-browsing GDL system. The
user had to first visit the Greenstone DGL system webpage and then sign up
using user ID, password and email. They could also use their social network
services, including Facebook, Twitter and Google+ to connect with the
service. The participants made the following comments during the
performance of this task:
 Only one box to assign a password is not enough, in case the wrong
password is entered.
 There is no form to add more information about me in the profile.
 There are not enough options for signing in through another social network.
 The green colour is not good.

Task 2
Task 2 was also a general task to do with signing into the Co-browsing GDL
system. The user had to enter his or her ID and password or can login
through the social network services. Participants made the following
comments during the performance of this task:
 There is no link to reset the password.
 There is no option to view the password’s letters.
 There is no save option for adding my ID and password to the service.
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Task 3
Task 3 related to using the Co-browsing GDL communication function. The
participant had to use the chat text to communicate with all group members
accessing the same collection. Then s/he had to select a member of the
group and discuss the collection. The participant also had to use the audio
and video calling functions. The participants made the following comments
during the performance of this task:
 I cannot reject the video calling of others, in the event I want to conserve
Internet data usage.
 There is confusion between the follow member box and the menu list of
available members.
 There are no emotion symbols in text chat dialog.
 I cannot use the audio to talk to a group of members, instead of just one.
 The icons are unclear.
 The dialog chat box pop up could cover the “point of interest” when using
the “point out” feature inside a document.
 There is no picture profile for each member.
 The audio calling is confusing and users do not know how to call their
partner.
 The text box for writing a message is small.

Task 4
Task 4 related to referencing among the collection. The user had to select a
member and follow their referencing activities. The participant was then
asked to identify the reference the member/partner was looking (clicking) at.
Also, the participant had to point to the reference. Further, the participant
had to identify her or his partner’s location on the GDL web page through
the multi-user scrollbar pointer. Participants made the following comments
during the performance of this task:
 Users are not aware of who is following their activities.
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Task 5
Task 5 involved referencing inside the collection using the Co-browning
GDL system. The participant had to identify the location of the current
reading documents. They also had to identify the point of interest (POI) that
had been highlighted by a peer who was currently reading the same
document, and point out more specific words or parts of a picture. The
participants made the following comments during the performance of this
task:
 Opening the file action is not clear.
 There is no private option that stops a member following my activities in a
certain document.
 The icon for opening the file is not clear.
 There is no back button, or clear way of going back to the collection.

Task 6
Task 6 related to search box activities of the Co-browning GDL system. The
participant had to use the system search box and view the result, and also
share queries with group members and view others’ shared queries. The
participants made the following comments during the performance of this
task:
 Search queries cannot be deleted.
 There is no box for private queries.

Task 7
Task 7 involved sharing selected documents in Co-browsing GDL. The user
had to share documents with a partner, and also delete and check references
shared by group members. The participants made the following comments
during the performance of this task:
 Deleting selected references by any one could impact on the work group.
 There is no notification feature in case new references are added by other
group members.
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 There is no box for private selected references that cannot be viewed by
others.

Task 8
Task 8 was a general task about signing out of Co-browsing GDL. The user
had to log out of the system. The participants made the following comments
during the performance of this task:
 Log out by clicking on the nickname button is not clear.
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5.4.3

Follow-up Questionnaire Feedback on the Think Aloud
Protocol

After performing the usability test, a follow-up questionnaire was handed to the
test participants for their feedback, so as to assess how effective, efficient and
satisfactory they thought the proposed Co-browsing GDL system was. The
structure of the questionnaire is outlined in section 5.2.2 of this thesis.
Five participants were given the questionnaire. Thirty-three questions were asked;
11 were related to the effectiveness of Co-browsing GDL, 6 to the efficiency of
Co-browsing GDL, and 16 questions to the level of satisfaction a user felt while
interacting with the Co-browsing GDL prototype. When analysed, the responses
to questions showed 12% of the users "Strongly agreed" that Co-browsing GDL
was effective, 38% marked "Agree", 20% marked "Undecided", 22% marked
"Disagree" and 8% marked "Strongly disagree". For the efficiency of Cobrowsing GDL, 4% of the users strongly agreed it was efficient, 50% agreed, 20%
were undecided, 23% disagreed and 3% strongly disagreed. When questions
related to the user satisfaction with Co-browsing GDL were asked, 17% strongly
agree, 42% agreed, 29% were undecided, 11% disagree and 1% strongly
disagreed. These results are represented clearly in Figure 5-2, Figure 5-3 and
Figure 5-4.
Strongly
disagree
8%

Effectiveness
Strongly
agree
12%
Disagree
22%
Undecided
20%

Agree
38%

Figure 5-2: Effectiveness of Co-browsing GDL using Think Aloud Protocol
Method
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Strongly
disagree
3%

Efficiency

Strongly agree
4%

Disagree
23%
Undecided
20%

Agree
50%

Figure 5-3: Efficiency of Co-browsing GDL using Think Aloud Protocol Method

Strongly
disagree
1%

Satisfaction
Strongly agree
17%

Disagree
11%

Undecided
29%
Agree
42%

Figure 5-4: Satisfaction of Co-browsing GDL using Think Aloud Protocol
Method
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5.5

Discussion.

This section relates to the analysis of the usability test. Section 5.5.1 discusses the
usability assessment of Co-browsing GDL and section 5.5.2 discusses the validity
and reliability of results.

5.5.1

Usability Assessment of Co-browsing GDL

The study assessed the usability of the proposed Co-browsing GDL system. For
the usability test evaluation, ISO 9241-11 criteria have been used [73]. An
analysis of the result has helped the researcher identify issues related to the
usability of the proposed Co-browsing GDL system. The following subsections
are a discussion of end user feedback on the three usability aspects, effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction followed by the common usability problems
experienced by end users while interacting with the proposed system.

Effectiveness
Effectiveness relates to the accuracy and completeness of goals [44]. In the case
of the Co-browsing GDL system, participants had problems with communication.
Several tasks were not done well, the reasons being: confusion between “follow”
activities and communication, non-availability of a “back” button for the
collection, a lack of awareness of who is following whom, icons and their colour
and the label names. Addressing these issues could increase the effectiveness of
the system. The overall test evaluation from questionnaire shows that 12% of
participants strongly agreed and 38% agreed that the Co-browsing GDL prototype
was effective.

Efficiency
Efficiency relates to completing a task quickly [44]. It has been noted that the
proposed Co-browsing system has issues related to efficiency. The general tasks
(join/ login/ logout) were performed quickly, while the performance of other tasks
varied. Most participants took some time to complete tasks related to
communication. They spent time figuring out how to communicate with specific
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users. The “follow” member activities region and communication region
confused them. Integrating the "follow" member part with the communication
region could increase the efficiency of the system. Further, the follow-up
questionnaire data indicated a positive response from participants in terms of
efficiency. Four percent of participants strongly agreed that the Co-browsing GDL
prototype was efficient, and 50% agreed.

Satisfaction
Satisfaction is the extent to which users are comfortable, and have positive
attitudes towards the use of the product [44]. Most participants noted discomfort
with the colour of the buttons, background, and icons. The label names for some
buttons or parts were not clear (e.g. “follow” button). The sizes of the texts,
particularly in the view table, were small. Further, concern with privacy was
another aspect mentioned, and participants wanted control over which of their
activities should be for public view and which should not. Taking account of these
issues and adding boxes for private use could increase the satisfaction of the
users. Questionnaire results show a positive response regarding overall
satisfaction with the system; 17% of participants strongly agreed on satisfaction
with the system and 42% agreed.

Participants’ suggestions to improve the Co-browsing GDL
All participants were master students in computer science, except for one who
was studying management, and, as such, they may have had experience with
usability tests. During and after the think aloud protocol, participants and the
researcher discussed suggestions on improving the user experience of Cobrowsing GDL. As mention before, discussions during the session were not
counted and the researcher used a timer to stop and start the time. The suggestions
are as follows:
 Privacy in the Co-browsing GDL is missing. Users suggest have more
control over their information activities. When they read a
document, they might want to hide certain activities in some
instances. They also want to control query sharing in terms of
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deleting and private queries. Users need to have their own
selection box.
 Notification in Co-browsing GDL is missing. Users suggest having a
feature that supports the contribution awareness of others. When
they add new information; notification of the queries or selected box
could increase productivity and make the group work more
enjoyable, as they feel other group members are working and that
encourages them to do more work.
 Evaluation of the materials in the Co-browsing GDL through
communication only is not enough. Users suggest adding both
qualitative (comments) and quantitative (rating) evaluation to the
selected document; therefore, a user can review references in their
own time and at their own pace and rate these selected references
later. Also, they suggested adding a comments option, for instances
where people are busy and a user does not want to disturb them.
 Integrate the “follow” region with communication region. Users
suggested adding icons beside each member in the “follow” region.
The icons should represent the medium of communication: chatting,
audio and video calling.

5.5.2

Validity and Reliability of Results

The validity and reliability of qualitative research results can be examined through
factors such as credibility, transferability, dependability and conformability [74].
The factors are as follow:
Credibility
Credibility means the research results are believable from the perspective of the
participants; therefore, the participants can judge the credibility of the research by
themselves [44]. To establish the credibility of the usability test, the data was
gathered using two methods. First, a questionnaire was designed to assess the
usability test. The questions were on a scale from “strongly agree” to “strongly
disagree”. Second, with the think aloud protocol, participants were free to speak
their thoughts when interacting with the paper prototype.
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Transferability
Transferability means that the findings achieved from the study are applicable
in other contexts [44]. To achieve the transferability of the usability test, the
context is described in detail and considers the assumptions in the study. The
assumptions for this study were; The participants were male and aged between 2035, all were university students from the computer science faculty except for one
who was from the management school; the place and time were selected by
participants; the methods used were Think Aloud Protocol and the research
context was the usability of the Co-browsing GDL proposed system, paper
prototype. A possible threat is that many participants had no experience of the
think aloud protocol method and that may affect the results.

Dependability
Dependability refers to the fact that any potential for changes in the result must be
explained by the researcher [44]. To achieve dependability in this study, the
participants were all students from the same university. According to participants’
time of availability (morning, afternoon and evening), their performance in the
study may have been affected. Productivity and tiredness were not identifiable. A
possible threat to validity is that a participant could answer the long questionnaire
quickly and with less focus, or not remember exactly different features of the
system after finishing the think aloud protocol phase. Another possible validity
threat is that using the low-fidelity prototype could affect the usability test results.

Conformability
Conformability means that other researchers can confirm the research results in a
meaningful way [44]. To achieve conformability, usability test guidelines from
previous studies were followed. The study was conducted in compliance with the
think aloud protocol method using ISO 9241-11 criteria on end-users. The use of
test procedure, tasks and questionnaire design by others was well documented.
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Chapter 6
6.0

Conclusion, Recommendations, Scope of the
Study and Limitations and Future Works

This chapter begins with a conclusion to the thesis (6.1), followed by
recommendations (6.2) and the scope and limitations of the study (6.3) and,
finally, possible future work (6.4).

6.1

Conclusion

The Greenstone digital library web page does not support a multi-user platform.
Providing the social interaction platform in such digital library has some potential
advantages such as increase the serendipitous discovery of eBooks, sharing the
informal information and assists each other to selecting documents. The study was
to investigate a pair of non-collocated users interacting and collaborating, using
computers for browsing the same Greenstone DL collection. Therefore, identify
the suitable features to support their needs.
The user study findings showed the importance of providing features to reduce the
time and effort spent on referencing, search box activities and metadata
presentation. Users consume time when there are no additional features beside the
communication medium to progress their work session. The current study
proposed Co-browsing GDL system that could assist users to browse together the
same collection, in real time. Features including “multi-users scrollbar” and
“telepointer” across the collection and the “point out” and “highlighting” inside
the document, could improve the group users experience of “referencing the
information”, while they are browsing together the same collection. Further, the
“view table” is a suitable and sufficient method of presenting metadata,
particularly in case of co-browsing the same collection. The presentation of the
search results on the same “view table” and highlighting the query terms is
essential to keep group users browsing the same collection. The study suggests
providing buttons to allow users to share their successful queries or to share
referencing, which could enhance the work group session.
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Finally, the study conducted a usability test to explore any issues about the
Co-browsing GDL proposed system. The findings that have been identified can
assist in the building of better Co-browsing GDL system. Issues are mainly
related to communication part, label names, colors. Further, there were some
suggestions by participants, which could also improve the system, these are
related to: privacy, notification, quantitative and qualitative evaluations and
integrating the communication part with “follow” part.

6.2

Recommendations

The study recommends the development of not only the Greenstone, but also
online bookstore websites, to provide co-browsing features to link remote friends
and family in browsing the same collection. Users are influenced by the
recommendation of their friends, family members and colleagues about digital
objects to be loaned, download or purchased. Further, the popularity of social
websites indicates the considerable amount of time users spend on such sites. This
will potentially allow companies and marketers to attract many people to their
website and increase the chances of making decisions about an item based on the
recommendations of their friends or family.

6.3

Scope of the Study and Limitations

The target population of the study was a sample of students from the University of
Waikato in 2013. The study focused on the interactions of users while accessing
the Greenstone digital library collection of articles (textual materials), and this is a
limitation since the study outcome could be different if the study had been applied
to a multimedia collection or to another type of digital content such as video or
audio.
Further, the study observed the social interaction and collaboration between two
remote users (one-to-one) who were browsing the same Greenstone DL collection
as an information source in search of references. The number of group members
may be considered a limitation since the “many-to-one” or “many-to-many” forms
may give a different result. The coordination, call for attention, and agreement on
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the right references may have an effect on a bigger group.
This study has focused on the synchronous interaction mode. The result is
expected to be different if the study was to concentrate on asynchronous
interactions; hence, features that support it are to be identified. Therefore, the
right features for the asynchronous mode will be different, such as persistence,
notification and awareness.
The materials that the study is dealing with are academic articles. A different
outcome may arise if the study focused on another type of material content, such
as eBook novels. The written structure and the presentation of the metadata may
play a role in making a decision to select an eBook novel. For example, the
presentation of eBook cover images could have a greater influence on user choice
than if the collection was displayed as a list.

6.4

Future Works

The current study was conducted on university students. In reviewing the
literature, no similar studies were found with which to compare the findings of
this study. Therefore, future studies can be conducted and their results compared
with the results of this study. Doing this, the current study results can be then
generalized to an extended population. Further, replicating the study using
different methods, a bigger group and larger sample size could be helpful in
generalizing the result and, therefore, strengthen its external validity.
Greenstone is an open source tool, therefore for future work adding the
requirements of the current study to such a tool and implementing the proposed
Co-browsing GDL system. Adjusting the presentation of the metadata to be “view
table”

and

adding

“telepointer”,

“multi-scroll

pointer”,

“point

out”,

“highlighting”, share search queries and documents, essential features to be
considered to support the Co-browsing environment.
Further studies are needed to investigate the case of a big collection, which has
many page numbers. The investigation could focus on the infinite paging and the
number paging methods. The investigating could be around the infinite pagination
and the number pagination methods. Tracking peer activity in such methods could
be different. Further studies could apply the same conceptual framework to other
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websites, such as those for online bookstores and online marketing, and
compare the results with the findings of the current study. This would strengthen
the external validity of this study.
The current study focused on one collection and assumed all users were browsing
the same collection. Therefore, further study is needed into user interaction in the
case of many collections. Tracking users' activities across collections could be
useful in enhancing the co-browsing experience.
In terms of measuring and assessing the experience of users after a share browsing
session, a more advanced questionnaire could be designed with more questions to
gain more insight into user workload.
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8.0

Appendixes

Appendix A: User Study Documents
This appendix contains all documents related to the user study experiment
including:
 Ethical Approval (see A.1)
 Participant Information Sheet (see A.2)
 Researcher instructors (see A.3)
 Consent Form (see A.4)
 Demographic Questionnaire (see A.5)
 Tasks Description (see A.6)
 Follow-up Questionnaire (see A.7)
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A. 3 Researcher instructors
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A. 4 Consent Form
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A. 5 Demographic Questionnaire
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A. 6 Tasks Description
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A. 7 Follow-up Questionnaire
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Appendix B: Usability Test Documents
This appendix contains all documents related to the usability test including:
 Ethical Approval (see B.1)
 Participant Information Sheet (see B.2)
 Consent Form (see B.3)
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